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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Rationale.— For many reasons the abilities to read effectively and to
spell accurately are essential to persons of all walks of life. The child
needs these abilities in order to succeed in school; the adult needs them
in order to adjust intelligently to most vocational, civic, and recreation
al activities. Not only are these abilities important to the individual,
but they have great social significance, because man's social and cultural
heritage is transmitted from generation to generation and is communicated
readily from one individual to another by means of printed records. The
development of common understandings and appreciations which are necessary
in order to promote world-wide peaoe is also dependent upon these abilities.
A study of the methods used in teaching reading and spelling in
America shows that the relationship between reading and spelling has been
a problem of historical as well as current concern. During the latter part
of the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth centuries, spelling
was used to introduce the children to reading. Throughout their training,
they were taught to recognize words through letter-by-letter spelling.
Gradually, educators began to realize that learning to spell words
was a prerequisite for learning to read. Not only was learning to spell
unnecessary, but this method proved time consuming, uninteresting to the
learner, out of harmony with the psychological principles of learning,
and unfavorable to the development of thoughtful reading habits. Such
criticisms were largely responsible for the meaniful unit approach to
1
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reading being introduced, but this method, too, came in for a considerable
amount of criticism because teachers, in their enthusiastic attempts to get
children to gain meaningful concepts from what was read and to use this in
formation in helping to solve their problems, often neglected much needed
word-recognition skills.
In an effort to eliminate these just criticisms and at the same time
develop individuals with the necessary communicative skills and abilities
to adjust intelligently to the present social order, authorities began to
reevaluate word-perception skills. It was realized then as now that the
methods a child uses to work out the recognition and pronunciation of words
will affect his techniques in spelling. Some studies have proved that in
struction in phonics, even though given in connection with the reading
program, is more beneficial to spelling than reading. According to Durrell,
it is often desirable to teach word-analysis in connection with spelling
rather than with reading.
This study was concerned with finding what relationship, if any,
there is between reading vocabulary and spelling achievement on the in
termediate grade level and how this relationship may affect methods of
instruction in vocabulary and spelling.
Statement of the Problem.— The problem involved in this study was to
ascertain the relationship between certain aspects of vocabulary development
and spelling achievement of pupils of one of the fifth grades in Unionville
School, Macon, Georgia, with reading levels on or above grade three.
Purpose of the Study.— The purpose of this study was to answer the
following questions concerning fifth grade pupils with reading levels on or




1. How did they rate in general vocabulary development?
2. What were their specific and average performances on tests of
achievement in spelling?
3. What were their specific and average performances on tests of word
discrimination?
4. What were their levels of visual aptitude?
5. What were their levels of auditory aptitude?





7. What implications do these findings provide for work with fifth
grade pupils in the areas of vocabulary development and spelling
achievement?
Method of Research.— The Descriptive Survey Method of Research with
special reference to the use of standardized tests and statistical treat
ment of the tests scores was used in conducting this study.
Description of Subjects.— The subjects involved in this study were
fourteen boys and ten girls who were enrolled in one of the fifth grades in
Unionville School, Macon, Georgia, The reading levels of the subjects ran
from a high of sixth grade-four months to a low of grade three, as determined
by the Reading Achievement Tests of the Monroe-Shew"-™ aeapp Diagnostic
Reading Aptitude and Achievement Tests.
Tnatwimenta and Statistical Measures Uaed—- Instruments and statistical
measures that were used in the development of this study were:
u
1. Following tests from the Monroe-Sherman Group Diagnostic Reading
Aptitude and Achievement Tests-Intermediates Form R.
a. Reading Achievement Tests
b. Word Discrimination Test
c. Spelling Test
d. Visual Aptitude Tests
e. Auditory Aptitude Tests
2. ^he Metropolitan Vocttbn'ioyv Achievement Test—Intermediate Gradess
3. The Coordinated Scales of Attainment Spelling Test II: Form 5 A
4. The Kansas Spelling Test II: Form A
5. Statistical measures used in the treatment of the data collected
were the mean, median, standard deviation, standard error of the
mean, T-score formula, Pearson-product-moment coefficient of
correlation, the standard error of this coefficient; and measures
of skewness.
Description of Instruments.— The Monroe-Sherman Group Diagnostic
Reading Aptitude and Achievement Test was originally composed by Dr. Marion
Monroe and first published and copyrighted by the C. H. Nevins Printing
Company, 1939. later Eva Edith Sherman joined Dr. Monroe at which time
slight changes were made in the test. The test according to Wilson Barker
is extensively ordered and reordered by grade schools, universities and
colleges throughout the United States, Canada and Christ Church, New Zealand.
1
Personal letter received from Wilson Barker, Manager of C. H. Nevins,
C. H. Nevins Printing Co., Pittsburgh Pennsylvania, June 20, 1955.
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The Monroe-Sherman Reading Achievement Tests include three tests, viz.,
Paragraph Understanding; Speed, and Word Discrimination. An average score
of the three was used to determine the reading grade levels of the pupils.
The Monroe—Sherman Word Discrimination Test not only measured the
pupils' abilities to discriminate between word forms but pointed out and
diagnosed their weakness as well. It is composed of four seotions:
(1) vowels, (2) consonants, (3) reversals, and GO additions and omissions.
The Monroe-Sherman Visual Aptitude Tests include too tests: (1) Letter
Memory, which is composed of nonsense words that were to be written by the
pupils after they had observed each word for a certain length of time; and
(2) Form Memory, which is designed to measure the pupils' abilities to re
member formations, is made up of a set of cards with figures on them. The
pupils were to observe each card and then draw what they had seen*
The Monroe—Sherman Auditory Aptitude Tests are composed of Test 1
Letter Memory, in which the examiner was to spell out sixteen nonsense
words and allow time for the pupils to write each word after it is spelled
out; and, (2) Discrimination and Orientation, which test the pupils'
abilities to discriminate between sounds. This test includes twenty-five
groups of X's which represent words. Each group has four X's that represent
four words, one of which is the stimulus word. The examiner was to say the
word which the pupils were to listen for, then pronounce four words, The
pupils were instructed to draw a ring around the X that Represent the
stimulus word.
1
Marion Monroe, Eva Edith Sherman, Group Diagnostic Reading Aptitude
and Achievement Test Manual, p. 2.
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The Monroe-Sherman Spelling Test was used to measure the pupils'
abilities to spell words correctly in context. The test includes forty
sentences with a blank space in eaoh sentence. The pupils were to write a
word in the blank space after the examiner pronounced the word and read the
sentence.
The Coordinated Scales of Attainment Spelling Test 5: form A by James
2
A Fitzgerald was published and copyrighted by the Educational Publishing
Company in 1949. It was used to measure the pupils' abilities to spell
words in isolation. The test include forty-five words and the traditional
method of dictation was used in administering the test.
The Kansas Spelling Test II: Form A was used to measure the pupils'
abilities to select the correct spelling of the word from a multiple choice
series.3 This test is a valid and reliable one of a series of three purely
objectives types. It has eighty-four multiple-choice items in a four-word
arrangement. The test is standardized and has been duly tested and approved
for validity and reliability.
The subjects of this study were carefully instructed to study each
word series across the page in order to find the correct spelling of the
word and then place the number of the word in the parenthesis to the left
of the word.
The Metropolitan Vocabulary Achievement Tests Intermediate Grades*
Form R was used to determine the general status of the vocabulary development
1
Marion Monroe, Eva Edith Sherman,
and Achievement Test Manup") , p. 2
2
James A. Fitzgerald, The Coordinated Scales of A^fr—afc
Test Man»w»l, p. 3»
3
H. E. Schrammel, et al., Kflpppa Spelling Tapt Mamml. p. 2.
of the subject of this study. It is one of a series of five tests which
provide reliable measures of individual achievement. The purposes of this
test are: (l) to determine the achievement level of each pupil in vocabu
lary; (2) To evaluate class, school, and community achievement in vocabulary
at each grade level; (3) to help the teacher in evaluating her teaching
methods objectively; and, GO to provide an objective and reliable basis
for classification and grouping for instructional purposes. The test in
cludes fifty-five incomplete sentences, with four words listed at the end
of each sentence. The pupils were instructed to select the word that made
the sentence most nearly true and to write the number of the word in the
parenthesis after each question*
Procedure.— \e study included the following operational steps:
1. Literature pertinent to the study was reviewed, summarized and
presented in the thesis copy.
2. An average grade score performance of each of the thirty-one pupils,
who were enrolled in one of the fifth grade classes of the Vnionville
School, Macon, Georgia, as determined by the Monroe-Sh*"*"1?" Heading
Tests I, II, and III was obtained in order to select subjects for
the study who had a reading level on or above grade three.
3. Data necessary for the study were collected through the use of the
following instruments:
and Achievement Tests as follows:
1
Richard D. Allen, et al., Metropolitan Vocabulary Achievement Test
Manual
2
Group Diagnostic Reading Aptitude and Achievement Test: Marion Monroe,
Specialists in Remedial Instruction, Public School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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(1) The Reading Achievement Tests
(2) The Word Discrimination Test
(3) The Spelling Test
(A) The Visual Aptitude Tests
(5) The Auditory Aptitude Tests
B. The Metropolitan YoeabuJfTV' Achievement Test. Intermediate
Grades: Form R
C. The Kansas Spacing Test lit Form A
D. The Coordinated Sc^as of Attainder*- Spelling Tests Form 5 A
4. The testing was done between March 8, 1955 and March 11, 1955*
All of the tests were administered under very satisfactory testing
conditions. Adequate lighting, comfortable seating, and freedom
from outside disturbances were provided the pupils* The instructions
for administering the tests, as given in the various manuals, were
followed very closely. The pupils appeared very highly cooperative
with the various requirements.
5. The data derived from the tests were assembled into appropriate
figures, tables, and graphs, as determined by the study.
6. The basic data which were presented In the tables were statiscally
treated through the computation of the mean, median, standard
deviation, standard error of the mean, T-score formula, Pearson-
product-moment coefficient of correlation, the standard error of
this coefficient, and measures of skewness.
7. The findings, conclusions, Implications, and recommendations as
derived from the data were written and constitute the content of
the third chapter of this study.
9
Process of Statistical Measures Used.— The process of the statistical
measures that were gathered and computed to answer preceding questions
raised in the purpose of the study were as follows:
1* An average grade score of each of the thirty-one pupils of the
grade was obtained in order to select subjects for the study who
had a reading level on or above grade three.
2. The general status of vocabulary development was determined by
finding the range, mean, median, standard deviation, and the
standard erfor of the mean from scores obtained on the Metropolitan
Vocabulary Achievement Test-Intermediate Grades; Form R
3. The levels and patterns of achievement in spelling were determined
by getting an average score of each pupil's performance on the
Monroe-Sherman Spelling Test, the Kansas Sp8?^*1*^ Teat II. and
the Coordinated Scales of Attainment Spelling Test 5: Form A
through the use of the T-Score Formula. These scores were
organized into frequency tables and the mean, the median, standard
deviation and the standard error of the mean were calculated.
4. The level and pattern of achievement in word discrimination were
determined by calculating the range, mean, median, standard
deviation, and the standard error of the mean of scores obtained
by the subiects on the Monroe—Sher""*1" Wf>i*d Discrimination Test.
5. The range, mean, median, standard deviation, and the standard
error of the mean were obtained from the scores on the Monroe-
Sherman Visual and Auditory Aptitude Tests in order to determine
the respective levels of visual and auditory aptitudes.
6. The relationship between vocabulary development and spelling
achievement; word discrimination and spelling achievement;
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visual aptitude and Spelling achievement; and, auditory aptitude
and spelling achievement were determined through the use of the
Pearson-product-moment coefficient of correlation. The standard
error of ttrH was used to test the significance of nrn.
7. The educational implications as stated in this study were arrived
at from the findings of the data.
limitations of the Stufly. The limitations of the study are Indicated
below:
1. The findings of this study are limited to the incidental sample
studied and cannot be generalized to a larger population.
2. The following tests used were limitations as the authors do not
claim that the tests measure all desirable aspects of the areas
under consideration. They include:
a. The Monroe—Sherman Group Diagnostic Reading Aptitude and
Achievement Tests
b. The Metropolitan Vocabulary Achievement Test. Intermediate
Grades: Form R
3. The pupils tested had had limited experiences with standardized
tests.
Survey of Related Literature.-- Chiefly, the survey of related litera
ture concerns itself with studies of the relationship of vocabulary and
spelling achievement. In preparation for an appreciation of the designs
and findings of these investigations, it seemed pertinent to review briefly
literature which clarified the concepts of vocabulary and spelling.
Accordingly, the section divides itself into two parts: (l) the nature
of word recognition and spelling and (2) reports of studies which related
aspects of vocabulary and spelling.
11
It appears that reading and spelling authorities agree that the close
connection between abilities in vocabulary and spelling achievement is
due to the dependence of each upon word perception power or the ability
to attach sound and meaning to symbols that stand for spoken words. Foran1
says that the connection between vocabulary development and spelling
achievement is due to the dependence of each upon the capacity to observe
small similarities and differences between word form. Durrell2 says that
the fundamental psychological skills underlying the two are the, same since
skills in word perception are essential to both,
3
According to KLona Sochor, vocabulary development has two aspects-
meaning and word form. The first results from a background of knowledge
which includes well-organized concepts, while the second one requires the
ability to associate meaning to the symbols and skill in recognizing and
analyzing word forms.
In their discussion of word meaning, Bond and Wagner say that there
are three phases of word meaning and list them as follows: (l) simple
recognition, (2) extensiveness of meaning and (3) depth and vividness of
meaning. With reference to simple recognition, Betta** says that until the
1
Thomas G. Foran, The Psychology of Teaching ftpej.ling. (Washington,
D. C, 1934), p. 27.
2
Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities (Yonker,
1940), p. 267.
3
KLona Sochor, "Readiness and the Development of Reading Ability at
All School Levels", Education. LXXIV (May, 1954), p. 558.
Guy L. Bond & Eva B. Wagner, Teaching the Child To Read (New York,
1950), p. 216.
5
Emmett A. Betts, "Visual Perception in Reading", Education LXXIII
(May,1954), pp. 561-565.
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word has meaning for the learner, it is not known or perceived, In dis
cussing the second phase, Bond and Wagner, state that not only is effective
word recognition dependent upon the ability to attach meaning to the symbols
that stand for the word but being able to associate two or more distinct
meanings, to the same word is equally as important. They further point
out in the discussion of depth and vividness of meaning that the ability
to make use of deeper and finer appreciations and broader concepts and
generalisations in interpreting a symbol is also essential for vocabulary
development.
Writers also agree that many techniques are needed for the second
aspect of vocabulary development, the ability to attack new words. Litera
ture refers most frequently to those listed by Gray which are context
clues, word form clues, phonetic clues and structural-analysis clues.
Artley2 agrees with the aspects of vocabulary development but warns that
there is a definite hierarcy of skills involved in each of these areas
and that on any level or at any point in the sequence, each skill is
preceded by prerequisite earlier skills.
There is a state of readiness for the development of each skill.
When a child cannot hear the differences between the consonant
sounds, he is likely to have difficulty in associating the correct
sound with the symbol, and using the consonant sound in attacking
the word.
In a much broader discussion Betts* recognizes the skills which con
stitute success in word recognition and gives considerable insight into
W. S. Gray, On Their Own in Reading (Chicago, 1948), p. 32.
2
A. Sterl Artley, "Principles Applying to the Teaching of Word Per
ception8, Education. LXHV (May, 1954), pp. 561-565.
3
Etamett A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction (New York, 1946),
pp. 580-81.
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its nature by defining its purpose. He says:
The chief purpose of word-perception or recognition activities
is to provide systematic instruction for the development of in
dependence in pronouncing and in determing the meaning of words*
Since pronunciation is only one factor in efficient and rhythmical
reading, there is a need for making the learner versatile in the
use of a variety of clues to word identification. In view of this,
there should be a fine balance of experiences that emphasizes both
the "mechanics11 and meanings of word forms. The "mechanical11 analy
sis of word form is always made in meaningful reading situations.
In contrast, HortTpoints out that spelling requires the pupils to
decide what letters to use to spell sounds, and it deals with the posi
tion of letters in words; however, many of the abilities that are required
for vocabulary development are also required for correct spelling.
2
Hildreth says that for the normal-hearing child, spelling is a phonetic
as well as a visual and kinesthetic process in which associations between
letters, symbols, and words sounds are formed. She further states that
spelling achievement is dependent upon the abilities to retain an accurate
impression of the word, to associate the sound of the word with its visual
image, and to call up a clear visual, auditory, or kinesthetic image of
the word when it is to be written.
Authorities seem to be in agreement that meaning and word analysis
skills are essential for developing spelling abilities. With reference to
meaning in spelling achievement, Fitzgerald*' says that a child will not
have a need to write a word unless he knows at least one meaning of the
1
Ernest Horn. Teaching Spelling (Washington, D. C, 1954.),p. 7.
2
Gertrude Hildreth, Learning the Three R's (Minneapolis, 1947), p. 480.
3
James A. Fitzgerald, "The Teaching of Spelling", Elementary English.
XXX (February, 1953), pp. 79*-S5
u
word, and not only should the commonest meaning of the word, but multiple
meaning as well should be developed because the process of extending and
enriching word meanings increases word power and eliminates many spelling
failures.
In discussing the role of word analysis skills in the spelling program
Eina Lue Furness1 says that the same techniques that are required for
analyzing words for the sounds they symbolize are also effective for syn
thesizing letters into word symbols* Recognition of the sound of a word
and of the relation of its sound to Its spelling is one of the most important
tools in attacking any spelling problem. Hence, phonetic and structural
analysis are keys to spelling power.
2
With reference to the use of phonics in learning to spell, Betts ,
warns that a writer does not have a 50-50 chance of spelling correctly if
he spells the word the way it sounds, and that the major cause of poor
spelling is due to an over-emphasis upon spelling by sounds. He further
states that the meaning of the word one wishes to spell and the ability
to hear the parts or syllables of the word are important, but beyond these
two, first, one must learn to see the whole word in his mind or to visualize
it.
Experiences in using structural analysis techniques, such as adding
endings, forming plurals, using prefixes and suffixes, and finding the
1
Edna Lue Furness, "Some Do's and Do Not18 for Spelling,11 ELementary
English. XXXI (November, 1954.)» pp. 407-409.
2
Bnmett A. Betts, "What About Phonics?11 Education. LXXV (May, 1955),
pp. 547-59.
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roots of words, according to Fitzgerald, are invaluable aids for developing
permanent spelling abilities.
These considerations of the nature of vocabulary and spelling indicated
that many of the same factors constituted their basic structures and
Justified investigations into their relationship to each other.
Specific studies which related vocabulary development and spelling
achievement were selected (l) on the basis of their reflection of the general
nature of spelling and vocabulary just reviewed and (2) upon the fact that
their general designs were similar to the present one. In the main they
were descriptive in type and concerned themselves with subjects on the
upper elementary and junior high school levels.
Foremost among investigations which met these criteria was one done by
Townsend. She did a study of two hundred pupils from each of the grades
three through twelve to determine the relationships of spelling with read
ing and academic aptitude. she found the median of the correlations
between vocabulary and spelling to be .629 which was in close agreement
with that of Spache's study but the median .674- for "rn which she reported
for grades VI through XII was an increase over the median "r" .601 which
she reported for grades III through V. She concluded that all the evidence
at hand shows that there is a definite tendency for good spellers to have
superior vocabularies.
1
James A. Fitzgerald, "Children's Experience in Spelling," Children and
The Language AwtaP ed. Virgil E. Herrick and Leland B. Jacobs. (Englewood
Cliffs, 1955), p. 258.
2
Agatha Townsend, "An Investigation of Certain Relationships of Spelling
With Reading and Academic Aptitudes," Journal of Educational Research XL
(February, 1947), 465*71.
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Nellie L. Feake conducted a study to determine the relation between
spelling ability and vocabulary knowledge of 355 pupils enrolled in grades
IV through VIII. Of the five grades tested, she found that the scores on
the word meaning tests showed a wider range of ability than those on the
spelling tests in all except two instances, V B and VIII A. The correlations
for the A sections of grades IV, V, and VI ware about the same, while those
for grades VII B through VIII A were lower than any of those for grades IV
through VI. She concluded that there is a tendency for high scores in
spelling to accompany high scores in word meaning..•• the coefficients
of correlations obtained do not show a uniform amount of correlation through
the five grades, since the highest numerical value of "r" (.933) is over
twice as large as the lowest numerical value (.426).
Russell did an investigation in order to analyze the relation of
spelling to meaning vocabulary among 135 pupils enrolled in grades three
through five and reported the following implications: (1) Spelling ability
is one of the constellations of language arts abilities. These tend to
reinforce one another from the first grade at least through the sixth
grade level of spelling ability, so the language arts program should be
planned in ways to obtain maximum contributions of any one factor to related
abilities. (2) Although there are common factors in spelling and reading
and meaning vocabulary, there is no evidence that poor spelling is
necessarily caused by deficiences in reading or vocabulary. Word recogni
tion and vocabulary abilities seem to be more closely related to spelling
1
Nellie L. Feake, "Relation Between Spelling Ability and Reading
Ability," Jeornal of Egperimental Education. IX (December, 1940), 192-93.
2
David H. Russell, "Spelling Ability in Relation to Reading and Vocabu
lary Achievement," Elementary English Review. XXXII1 (January, 1946), 32-37.
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ability than levels of comprehension in reading. (3) Since word recognition
falls off rapidly beyond a certain Throndike-thousand level it is important
that spelling practice on more difficult words include work on recognition
in isolation and in context. GO Since knowledge of word meaning falls off
rapidly beyond the second Throndlke-thousand at all grade levels at least
to the sixth grade, one of the important parts of spelling activities must
be the provision of experiences which will build adequate concepts for most
pupils around words of the third Throndike-thousand level and above.
(5) The implications gives no basis for emphasis upon learning spelling
while reading, however, the spelling period may utilize reading matter
similar to material found in readers and other texts through a program of
word-study and enrichment of word-meaning, making a definite contribution
to reading abilities*
A study done by Mildred C. Templin, using 318 fourth grade pupils as
subjects was designed to investigate the (a) level of phonic knowledge of
fourth grade pupils, (b) the relation between phonic knowledge and reading
and spelling skills, and (c) what difference, if any, exists in the phonio
knowledge of good and poor spellers and of good and poor readers. She con
cluded that: (1) a substantial amount of phonio knowledge has been acquired
by fourth grade pupils; (2) the correlations between phonic knowledge and
spelling are somewhat higher than between phonic knowledge and reading;
(3) the better spellers receive the higher scores on all tests except the
sound discrimination test; GO the better readers received the higher scores
1
Mildred C. Templin, "Phonic Knowledge and Its Relation to the Spelling
and Beading achievement of Fourth Grade Pupils," Journal of jfluoationefl.
Research. XLVII (February, 1954), AA1-5A*
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on all tests; (5) scores on the test of phonic knowledge are significantly-
higher when a recognition rather than a recall technique of measurement is
used; and (6) the poor spellers and poor readers applied their phonic
Knowledge less well good spellers and good readers in the unfamiliar
test situations, while the difference was not significant when phonic
knowledge was measured in familiar words.
Siqnjnfli'y of Related Literature.— The review of literature pertinent to
the study from the standpoint of vocabulary development and speller achieve
ment of children in the intermediate grades appeared to emphasize sueh
principles as indicated below:
1. It is generally agreed among reading and spelling authorities that
both vocabulary development and spelling achievement are dependent
upon word perception power.
2. The ability to attack sound and meaning to word forms is essential
to success in spelling than intelligence.
3. In both word recognition and spelling, meaning gives reality to
word forms and make them easier to recall or to write.
A* Children need independence and versatility in the use of word per
ception skillsj but each skill is preceded by prerequisite earlier
skills.
5. Spelling skills can develop and strengthen reading skills, and system
atic use of word perception skills can increase spelling power.
6. Good spellers have superior vocabularies; better spellers received
higher scores on all tests of phonic knowledge except word dis
crimination; while better readers reeeived the higher scores on all
tests of phonic knowledge.
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7. High scores in spelling accompany high scores in word meaning.
8. Poor spelling is not necessarily caused toy deficiencies in reading
or vocabulary; however, word recognition and vocabulary abilities
seem to be more closely related to spelling ability than to levels
of comprehension.
9. Children who were taught to spell by using the word-analysis
approach did not achieve significantly better than those who
followed the study procedures of the spelling text.
^Laee of the Present Study in Relation to the Review ef Related Litera
ture.— The review of related literature made two distinct contributions to
the present study. First, it furnishid the conceptual background for it,
thereby influencing selection of instruments and basic implications drawn
from the findings. Secondly, it identified certain points at which the
present study might depart from previous designs and make more or less novel
contributions. Specifically, the present study's emphasis upon the various
aspects of spelling achievement and its relating of spelling to the details
of word discrimination were not duplicated in the studies reviewed.
The following chapter reports the specific findings of the study.
CHAFTSl 11
FHESET.TATIGH AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
The problem involved in this study was to
ascertain the relationship between certain aspects of vocabulary development
and spelling achievement of fifth grade pipils with reading levels on or
above grade three. This chapter presents and Interprets data required by
the purpose of the study. Subsequent sections answer each question raised
in Chapter I.
The results of the performance of the subjects of this study on the Metro-
]ogl|$an_Vofiabialagg Agjijleny8meBfc_Teat. are presented in Table I and Figure 1.
The scores ranged from I to 32S with the highest possible score being 55.
The median aeore was 15.50, the mean, 1$.13, the standard error of the
mea%1.28, and the standard deviation, 6.15• Ten cases were below the mean;
eight oases above the meaaj and, six cases within the class interval con
taining the mean. These data showed that in distribution of vocabulary
development the group approximated normality* and they indicated further
that approximately 68.26 per cent of the cases fell between the limits of
9.98 and 22.23. A comparison of these data with the test norms indicated
that these pupils ted an average grade placement in vocabulary developaent
of 4..1* and that the limits of the middle two-thirds were from grades
3,4 to 4.7. The eoiaparison showed, ftatbers»ref that this group of pupils
averaged about on© year below the standardised level of expectancy estab-
lighed for performances of fifth grade pupils.
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TAHLX 1
v(-.fe'! iksyJ'O h ii.EaCxn o:. "iii. :S'iurrfji.r*«fii v&w *,i Aitf
ii ISM1
Scores Itaqtienej Per Cent
30-32 . 1 4.16
2T-29 .'0 0
24-* ' 2 8.32
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Fig, 1..—Frequency Polygon of the scores made by the twenty-four
subjects on the Metropolitan foeatalapry AoMeveaent Test
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Results of AvoroflO f'orfcroanee of Pupils on Teats of Spelling
««>-» TJjo data vola'-ive to ammge scores obtained by the group
era the &nroe-£hernan Spelling Teat, the Kansas Spelling Test, &M the
Cooretinatei Scales of Attainment Spelling Test are presented in Table 2
snd Jrigure 2« The average scores ranged from 32 to 68. Tho redian score.
was 51.50, tho scan, 50.33s the standard error of .he !soanjl«72, and the
standard deflation, l*#25. Tub eases were below the isean; Bin© cases um
above !he mean; an<l five eases within the class interval containing the
moan. Thea© data showed that in distribution of spelling aehleveiaent the
group*s perforaaae© was approacinetely normalf and ioiieated that appr^ti-
nittely 68,^ par eent of* the eases fell between the limits of .42*08 to
56.58. *»a these data uer© ttmfmrmi with the aonas of the teat it was
found; that the aein level of aohieveraent for the group «as equivalent to
grad© 4.»Jj a^ that the limits of the nlidl* two-thirdis vmm irem grMes
3.2 to 5*2 A farther ptaiy of the eoaporlaon stawrt that the group**
average, level of achievement was six nonths below the standardised level
of wyeetwiey for their grade.
Results of..Vutanenao* .of .Ptoila on Teate ef Wort BiaoriBination—
fable 3» i» «ad 5» and Figures 3, A9 5, 6, a^ ? present the data eon@exu-
ing the pupils1 per-fonano© on the Mmutoe«ShOTinan l^ord OiserlMnation
Test. The swtg® of aeores obtained by the group on the total word dis^Itai-
nation tflst was fro»; 1 to 4% the median was 19*50$ tho asoan, a,l?| the
BlmMm^ error of the wean, 2mA5$ aM the starf^^l deviation, 11.75* The
distritetion divided Itself fairly equal on- either side of the neon but
the scores were dwli^iy nesttered. imrertMLess, the distribution follow
ed the general pattern of the nonal etirw.
TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF THE DATA DiftlTO f&df THE RESULTS OF THE FSRFORT.ASCS
OP THE TMEBTWPOUR StJ&JICIS' AVBUGE SCGIJS Oi; THE MONROE.
SliHWffl SPttLJMG TEST, Til KANSAS SPELLING TEST, AHD
































Fig. 2.—Frequency Polygon of the average scores from the pupils' per
formance on the Monroe-Sherman Spelling Teat, the Coordinated
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Fig. 3.—.Irerpency Polygon of tlio scores ra-le
wihfaslo «i all ~ecM.o.w or Hio m< Dls-
'" k. t. vow i.'o3vc *;u3t,8 IxHom iko :.mmi nine Ci'-.sao al'ove t-iit
Aral t)\r&5 catior* u."t:du tlic dta.x; 1 itc-i-vsO! co"tu3-•L'V-; *-?*{1 r/iiii* These
data n\iAtcl ihut ay rjxlratoly &.»J2f- ]«• c<h oi" the a?nva fell **e n
of Via tfcil, mil ./«i. il» ILitiij ol .iws ?'. ,*iio tmi-t*«lr'»a Kai^.-i £rc... .T?.do
2*0 tv /#7. i'\,rla(;»:' com aclaaa 'zlaomd L'-wl :.'a& ro^r stvei-a od alx»vt on©
ytar ml Co. r f»'l!a tulou -ne irUr^arG^aol 3<wol oi" exi.ccfe'vM^- eate!.3.Is*-»2
for f-?fth .fffa*!* pr--'ls»
?hc tola relo1.. tc U. t;i<; suajeets* } crr^:.*-aftce' 012 i:;c mwei seciioa of
tlie word diserir:ir«"Ji- n toat arc shuun la T&>le •' and rl^uro /*• *.'ho ran.-*©
of tho act'tea was IT01. 0 io 12 j ./a- «Maa,*:»5^j f-'tc - curt,, t/*1.'3 s '^
telour "-he !/&2ft» saitic cj.s^a above uliu i.j&nu, a«a xlaree casua ;rit;ilr; th»
c2u3-3 SntonRii eontainl";j the :-.catn» Thoso dola liKllcstt";.! ',: t nrrrcocl*
natoly ffl.^ fcr een«; or t*io scares fell betuot.fi ■."m 21 it': 0'" T.C? Io \"',1V.
cc^arci ulih "Mi test nor'io, u."..:'.'jc dot.fi. i.-tiieatui -'.*-' '- i--» .•scar's
1 vd of ?iekicvciToat in thia ?»roa «»s ci :.!:;• 15th f.-croc;tilo ait1? t}r.t
la -ho 30th i«rcoi;tilo» '. urlhcr atv^y of> the teat n ttr x*ya;.u.«i
t:.e 3.owo3t 3.'.ive2 of exj.«ctan^ O3i«b3Is,f:ai for j /: C-.r-fi.-ajo oC fifth
p-:''-'" oh t ii.5 aecilo/t uas ai i,.u Jilrty fc^^ittiVe, j icli swrdral
:'r* ?C« "\*..tit '.1:0 ^rvnr*'*, nmi^ft"© 1. v-.jCL of ro'^i* ^i'uco is • la arofi
t:u; o-rtciarlisci JUToI c». OAjsOcl^aw^ for '.usu"
*ilie i*e«tJnt3 oi.' '■•'« pivlJ*? ; orfenawusa en :'tc
t!io 'jcv-1 .Vscrtrj-.iaiic*! -sost i.ro a/ir-an in Tatl" /» ;- rr! H';"«» 5« '-.^e ocores
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TABLE 4
SUMN1HX OF DATA DIKIVED FROM THE SCORES OBTAINED BI THE TWENiT-FQOR
SUBJECTS OI THE VOUEL AID COISOIAK ASPECTS OF THE MONROE-
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ranged from 0 to 13» with a median score of 7«5Oj a mean of 6.67j a standard
error of the mean of .82} and a standard deviation of 3«94« There were
eleven cases below the mean and 12 eases above the mean. According to these
datas in distribution of consonant discrimination the group approximated
normality* These data further indicated that approximately 68.26 per cent
of the eases fell between the limits of 2.73 and 10.61 and when compared
with the test nonaas they showed that the group's average level of achieve
ment in this area was at the 20th percentile and that the limits of the
middle two-thirds were from below the 10th percentile to th© 45th peroen-
til@* Th© comparison showed* furthermore, that this group of pupils*
average performance was at the 20th percentile and the 30th percentile,,
which is equivalent to a score of $, is the lowest level of acceptable
performance for fifth grade pupils as established by the norms.
Table 5 and Figure 6 present the results of the group's performance
on the reversal section of the word discrimination test. The scores ranged
from 0 to 13j *ae median was 7.50f the mean, 7,13j the standard error of
the mean, *86; and the standard deviation, 4-.l§» There were eleven cases
below the mean and twelve cases were above it. These data indicated that
in distribution of reversals the group approximated normality; and further
indicated that approximately 68.26 per cent of the cases fell between the
limits of 2.98 and 11.28, Hhen these data were compared with the test
norms it was found that the group's mean level of achievement on this
section of the test was at the 20th pereentil©, and that the limits of
the middle two-thirds were from below the 10th percentile to the 60th
percentile. The comparison showed, furthermore, that the lowest level
of escpectaney established for performance of fifth grade pupils in this
33
TABLE 5
SWASf Of DATA DERITO H»I THE SCGRSS OBrAINED BI TH
SUBJECTS 01 "111 BMmSB, AID ADDITION II® OMISSION SECTIONS
OF THE MONROS-SHSRMAN W01D DISCRIMIMTI01 TEST
Keversal Section Addition And Omission Section















































































































Fig* &♦-— Frequency polygon of the scores made by the tweaty-fotfl?
subjects on the reversal section of the Monroe-Sherman Word
Discrimination fest
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TABLE 6 . .
SUtftttHZ OF DITA DERIVED FROM MEASVBES' OF SKEUNESS AFFX.IED TO IHB
SOOSIS OBTAI133 ON THE ADDITIONS AND OMISSIONS SECTION OF • '







area was at the 30th pereentile, which require a score of 9* Thus, the
group's average level of performance in reversals was below the standard
ized level of expectancy for fifth grade pupils.
The data pertinent to the group's performance on the additions and
omissions section of the word discrimination test are presented in Tables
5 and 6 smd Figure 7. The range of scores was from 0 to 12, with a
median of 1.30| a mean of 2.883 a standard error of the mean of .695
and a standard deviation of 3«29. Ther© were fifteen oases below the
mean and eight cases above the mean. Sine© the obtained mean and median
differed, appreciably, measures of skeuness were applied and the findings
were aa follows: Pq0 was 7.22| J»1Q was -0.20$ Sk was 2.21| 6&k was ,77;
and "t" was 2.87. Hhen the Bt« was checked in the table of Probability
it was foxind to be significant at the .05 level. These findings led to
the conclusion that the distribution was positively skewed. Both the
mean and median scores when compared with the test norms were found to
3 4 5 6 7 S f 10 11 12
Fig, 7.—JVo-?uonoy F>:i^-on of t':,.^ -vksmw r,wlc ty -^
subjecls on thn. n-ltltlnn awl <vr.Hts:lj;j'' «octiop of the
liord DiscriTd.Tsat.ion '*est
3?
be below the 10th fereentlto, wliich indicaUkl tuet ike subjects of this
study wemg© level of achlovui.'&nt In Miia area was below the standardised
level of msx-mitancf aa O3iali2iolio«i for fifth rjra-lo paplleu
data coaeemia.'j tho crone's perforanee on the ronroe-Shorsias Visual Aptl»
tude Tests are shown in Table ? and i'igares 3 and 9. The range of the
scores on Test 1, letter Kenory wns fror.t 0 15, the EteSian* 12»l?t the
intsn 13»tts the stai^«d error of the roan »63S awl Jie staniarf ieviatioa
2#94,« Hins cases yt&tm below tho tram; six oases t«re atoire the rean$ «d
sine cases were within the class faierfal containing -.-lisa necou Aeooxding
to ttoae data the dlstrltation of the group!s perfbnaanGtt on this test
was approximately nortiai, and they furttw indioated that about 68,26
per eeut of the eases fell within the Halts of 10*72 and 16«60» I cob
pgtrigtm of these data with the norm of tho test showed that these pupils*
mean level of visual aptitude for latter r-cr:»ry was at the 75tii psreentile
aod that the limits of the middle two-tMrdo wore Srai the 35th per-
eentile to the 90th peroentile. Thus, I he tuxqariaan iBdleatM that the
^•oap*s ewta level of visual aptitude for letter nesoiy x«s a high average
according tc the atandurdiaed love] of «»*ectaB^- for fifth gfcai® piplls*,
Table ? awl rifn-re 9 presoat Mie data relative to tho subjects* per-
© on the v.sual aptitude test 2, Forr. ;.aaory» i:lio rang* of the
was fron 1 to 11» ilie stedian 4»?59 J.ho 380% S.C^*, the standard
«ror of thu r»aaf «54,» art the stazfcrd dev-Lation, 2»5S« Tiioro vcro olewn
■eases telow the mean; nine enoos aliove Ui© .t.eaa| and four ^se» within the
class interval containing thu nean. Those 4ata showed that in iistritetioa
of'visual aptitude for forr, rersory f-Jiea© pupils approxijaa'J ed ncroslity,
and indieatrf t'at i-l» awwan® rerfor^mea of the eabjecto of this study
TABLE ?
Sflt-'jtfff Q? DATA DERHTED KROM TIE ISllTS Of THE PStFGIMiCl
OF THE THBJTWOUR SUBJECTS OH fHE MQKROB-SBEBMU VBUM.
APTlfIDE TEST 2 if® TEST 2
Letter Memcxy Worm Menogy




































































































was at the 30th percentile and that the limits of the middle two-thirds of
the cases were from below the 10th pereentil© to the §§th percentile.
Further comparison showed that the mean level of performance for this group
of pupils was an average performance according to the standardised level
of expeotanoy for their grade level.
Result^ of Farfarnjancej^^^ Altitude**"* Table
8 and figures10 and 11 present the data relative to pupils' performance
on the Monroe-Sherman Auditory Aptitude Tests. The scores obtained on
test 1, Letter Memory, ranged from 7 to 12| the median score was 9*20;
the mean, 9.29| the standard error of the mean, .27; and the standard devia
tion, 1,30. Ther© were six cases below the mean, nine cases above the mean,
and nine eases within th© class interval containing the mean* These data
indicated that in distribution of auditory aptitude for letter memory the
group approximated normality| and about 68.26 per cent of the eases fell
between the limits of 7,99 and 10.59, A comparison of these data with
the test norms showed that the mean J.evel of performance by the group
on this test was at the 60th pereentil# and that the limits of- the middle
two-thirds were from the 30th pereentile to the 80th percentil©. Thus*
the eoaparison showed that the group's average level of auditory aptitude
for letter memory was accepted as average according to the standardized ■
level of expectancy for fifth grade pupils.
'•The range of scores for the auditory aptitude teat 2, Orientation
and Discrimination was from 2 to 24S with a median of 17,50s a mean of
16,50; a standard error of the mean of 1.1| and a standard deviation of
5,30. There were seven eases below the mean, twelve eases above th®
mean, and five cases within the class interval containing the mean. These
TIBLE 8
SWf'ARI OF DATA DIKOTP FSOM THE RBBLIS OF THE FBBFOBMANCS Of THE
TTOTI-FGBB SUBJECTS1' 01 THE M0NRO£^3HERM&N AUDITORY APTITUDE
TEST 1 AND TEST 2
Letter Memory Orientation and Discrimination
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Scale of Scores
11 12
fig. lO.C-freqiiency polygon of the scores made by the twenty-four






tm score-.s \.:.vlKt h\t '.ho t'r
data sVtouod t!e»t in liatrib^tion of* n./lltcry ajtlte.de for orieatat-ioa uu&
discr^ i"i Itm ls.o cnwni: cTraflnfileJ nrnialilyj ait'! th
t'sat about 6n*f6 per cent cf ts>.r> cfioa £aLL W<.uucu ».,io Ii.ri.t3 of 12.2C
and 21.30* tihaa « etaparisc« oi* i beso data weto i ado vtth Ho n'.nuj of
t«atf it was fotaM that tho ;*y©upfs ftwra.'^ J.vt-C ci >ma-^o^.^uioo i:: - .x
liolow the !Oth rei'ooiitiio *,o ih© 70t,h
f;«thtfr»!>5 T& t:at Ais <Torj;p ;r,* j-ufllo1 aw»a-c
for ori©ntatlon arid discrlirdacvloa wr:3 I'SrcI^' av«as:je occordlo to tba
&i level of esqpoctanoy for fifth ©eade pti}\lls.
Data a;; eai*la:; is 'Jabl* V indicated
tliat tiic rclaiioaoli'fj l»t»eon oeems obtained on Hie iMj
jtetii«f0Bt«t fest «ni tl» ai©ra«© aeu-res fro*' the tlaree ar«Ju*inK testa was
sutetaotialt flia ofe^inrt "r* of «/.9 t^s r.crf> ..han .itoo ^iusja itr g
a?rors *-;.;Ich «aa »l€j ?»?no tfeen tho obtddnodt fjr" was e^o? ed. Ik a ta«2c
©1" sij^ificfawo with 2? ^er7r«©s of £rw»tioa, «^9 was fc>aj< to '« sil^il jca^t
at tl'o .C5 Ir.vei of eotsf*ia«ef T;-t aot at f-* «?! lewd. Ci*:ii«j)i re-xd^M
ae -"r" of at least *5X5}« These findings were aeeeptod as inSIeatift of
a significant relationship* It waa eondu)dbd9 tfcer©fo»f ■Lliat t-s as
appsraoiative clftp-ee jMpIls iiis email ia vocabulary de^elopasat, do equally
as vail in sf:«llltig aehiev«i«atj that those who are average-la woeafeiiiary
iievelo-F^at tend to be aiwmga is sjaillagj ami that these who emm poor
2a oao area are ^usually pocr Is titc c^-Jkot*
. ho t
tr tl'fi ro1a<-i;.»o"a'»' botweon ubtrtlnesi acores os 'J.iu "enffoo-Sho i:3
"*.u
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*''.i, !•::•• ',«.!iv c
o ki .'11 !«•_ i-..^v^ a.j I.:
,la :•. '.ita''^ <".:» ;;*. r/tUIu<t::c
and :imi the obtained fl2*" •./ : sl-^c:.^: Ii; j. tr.Llc o." r*;i iiJi'lcaiioc ji.i".: }%>
TABLE 9
iL:r: <t» cciaaA r*;. MiD rts staiidahd mssm .sis
IS A M3ES iOU, D& UcfitTiniG . sit -MM ,ir:.51fT? "'ii'/JEK HflJtS'
■liSr AW i«£ AVUvAj:fi SCORES 01- 111:. *fO"?4OIi««! !FT; XI
'•he coordi::a bd sciiks
SI'StlLJG 1
Mstropolitan
Tiwt and tfao> #
Sptlliag S«3ff#s #49
at *O5 level
€on£M©i»% but a©t at the ♦d 1««1. Tl»ae firfings ptmtitted the ooo»
•caiifioa that Iiiglt s.e««a in eonsoBairb iiaeilaiaatloii tend to be ataoeiaiii
with iilgfe .scores la ^elliag| that «w»ag« score® in one M"©a have a
to to «8soeiat(»d with a*wpag# seoi»« in ill© other; aM that lov ac&na in
eon^«aHt dlaerlaii»tion «y to® ©aepeetei to follow low aeoree in s|»lling#
The mr9 «62» «M.eh ^a obtelaad fron the seoras of th# rsvers^, seettoa
of the i»ri dlsjadiiinattoa te*t and the average eeorea from tie three apell-
ing tests was nore then three tinea Its ataM«€ «rw, ,22 iMch toiicatM
that the relatioasliip between remrmla aud spelling aoiiev«ieut was m-h*
stantisl mA signifioantj also -uhen eheelted with a table of significance
with 22 a«KM0s of freerloQ »64 «ao found to be sifplfleant at both the .05
and «G3. levclai of eonfideneo* lecortiing to these findings the relationship
was mty significant* • It was oonoluded that to a high degree that pupils
who sake feu mistakes In r&wernata nn-«allj mak© few jJL&takoa in speHingf
TABLE 10
SBOWIIG COQRFICIHfTS OF C0REELAT1Q1 AND RESPBCTCTE STAIDARD ER1QBS
USB) AS BASIS FOB DETEMIIHO RELATIONSHIP BETUEBH PUPILS »
PHtPORMAMCK OH THE M0IR0B-SH18MM WOBD DISCRBttNATIOH
TEST AID THE AVERAGE SCORES OF THE MDSROS-SHEBMAH
SPILLING TEST, THE KANSAS SPELLING TKT, AID




Te@t and the Average
Spelling Scorel .68*** .11
Vowels and the Average
Spelling Scores .69 ,11
Consonants and the
Average Spelling Scores .4.8* .16
Reversals and the
Average Spelling Scorea .64. .12
Additions and Omissions
and the Average Spelling
Scores ,62 .13
Significant Correlation at .01 level
Significant Correlation at ,05 level
that pupils whos© mistakes tend to be average in reversals do likewise
in spelling achievement! and those who make many mistakes in on® area tend
to sake tsanj mistakes in the other.
The BeaBlta of Measures of Relationship Between Tasrbs of fisaal
Aptitude and Spelling Achievement.— Data appearing ia Table 11 indicated
that the BrS» .4.5 which was obtained from the correlation between the
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TABLE 11
SHOWING COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION AND RESPECTIVE STANDARD ERRORS
USED AS BASES FOR DETERMINING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PUPILS'
PERFORMANCES ON THE MONROE-SHERMAN VISUAL APTITUDE TESTS
AND THE AVERAGE SCORES OF THE MONROE-SHERMAN SPELLING
TEST, THE KANSAS SPELLING TEST, AND THE CO
ORDINATED SCALES OF ATTAINMENT
SPELLING TEST
Letter Memory and the
Average Spelling Scores ,U5 »16
Form Memory and the
Average Spelling Scores .33 »18
scores of the Monroe-Sherman Visual Aptitude Test 1, Letter Memory, and
the average spelling scores denoted no relationship, since the MrM was
less than three times its standard error, ,16. The correlation between
the scores obtained on the Monroe-Sherman Visual Aptitude T|st 2, Form
Memory, and the average spelling scores which gafe an obtained "rM of
.33 indicated that no relationship existed between form memory and
spelling achievement, since ttrM was not as great as three times its
standard error, .18.
The Results of Measures of Relationship Between Tests of Auditory
Aptitude and Spelling Achievement.— According to Table 12 the relation
ship between scores obtained on the Monroe-Sherman Auditory Aptitude
Tests and the average scores of the three spelling tests was indicative
of being indifferent or negligible. Both of the "r0ls obtained, be
tween measures of auditory aptitude and spelling achievements as listed
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TABLE 12
SHOWING COffiPICIHJTS OF CORRELATION AMD RESPECTIVE STANDARD ERRORS
USED AS BASK FOB DETSWIIIIG: RELATIONSHIP BETHELS PUPILS'
PERFORMANCE 01 THE MQNRQE-SHEHMAN AUDITORY APTITUDE T1STS
AID THE A¥SAGE SCORE OF THE MONROE-SHERMAIf SP1LLI1G
XE3T, TIIE KAISAS SPELLING TEST AID THE COORDINATED
SCALE Of ATTAINMENT SPELLINGS-TEST
Letter Memory and the -.19 .20
Average Spelling Scores
Orientation and
Discrimination and the _g «
Average Spelling Scores *
in this study fell between -.20 to .00 and .00 to +.20, which according to
Garrett denotes indifferent or negligible relationship. The "rnis ob
tained were as follows? A Mrn of -.19 for the correlation between Test 1,
Letter Memory and the average spelling scores, with a standard error of
"rn of ,20j and a "r" of .18, which had a standard error of .20, for the
correlation between Test 2, Orientation and Discrimination. Meither of
these "r^'s was more than three times their standard error, therefore
they were accepted as being insignificant. Thus, the conclusion was
drawn that there is little op no relationship between spelling achievement
and such measures of auditory aptitude as tested in this study. This in
dicated that the level of auditory aptitude possessed by pupils on the
fifth grade level have little or no relationship to their achievement in
spelling. .
1
Henry S» G&rett, *^t§MsiM2»illJ''^Sl^2ffi1«^^«»S3Sa^4ffl Cfcw Jorks
p. 25.
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lit© aLove f.faclityjs are ouii ar.i*«w nn-1 ccnnMerol ir tconss of
«tlu«lons an.i irrlioatioas in '-M clnrter '.fat. follows.
chapter in
SUMMARY, COlCfuSlOISj IKF1ICIT1OIS, 1MB
Th« proxies involved in this study was to
ascertain *vho relationahip tetweea certain aspects of feeatoulary derelopneat
ani spelling aehiovonent of fifth gmAm pupils in IJnioaville School, Maeoa,
Georgia with reading levels on or tthavB gwwie tteee«
p.rfose of this study was to answer the
follouiag qa«stioiia oonearning fifth grada pir>il<i with rsaiiag levels at
or abow grmde tfaraat
1. low did thay rate in ^nertfl vooabulA'.y davelopi^ent?
2« Mhat wore bhair spaeiflc affld a'varaga f»rfon«nOBa oa testa of
aeiilewemjnt in spalllng?
3, Mhat wara their apaeiflo *M avaraga f««rfons«ic©s on tests of word
4. What were their levels of visual
5« What were thair lewis of auditory aptitada?
6, What was the ralationahip tot^ea spelling achievement ami the
foJlow.hi# aspeotg of tocatol«ryf




7» What isplimtlona <ic t!i©nc findings /.rovi to for ucrk with these




1. The Descriptive Survey Method of Research «as used.
2. Literature pertinent to the study was reviewed, sunBiariaed and
presented In the thesis eopy#
3. Data neeeasary to the development of the study w«re collected toy
administering:
A. The Moxwo&'&h®vmm .Qxusmv. ■j&jjjjgegfeJLc,, Reading,,.Aptitude and
B. The Met.g.QBQlitaO-feca'balaCT' Aehjei®ip^tii_Test-Integged.latej
0, The
D. ' The Coordinated Sealea_af..At-taiiaiiafe.,.S.e8tL,5l f<?«§_.. .1
4. The data derived from the tests were assembled into appropriate
figures, tables and graphs as determined by the purpose of the
study*
5. The basic date which are presented in the tables were statistically
treated through the eoiiputation of the median, mean, standard
error of the »®ans standard deviation* T-score formula, Pearson-
produet-moment coefficient of correlation, and standard errors of
this co©ffieient and iwasures of skswiess.
. Qf.._theT_gt'ute>— The limitations of the study are indieated
below
1, The findings of this study are limited to the ineldental samples
studied and cannot be generalised to a larger population.
2. The following tests used tiere limitations as the authors do not
claim that the tests measure all desirable aspects of the area®
under consideration. They includeds
a»- The &&6g9g-gfegg3BSg£j5sF^;^^
» Th© 1^1spBB^LlJi|^jypcjfr^^
The i&Q^^^M^J^^f^gf^AllaJgMl-.-^^ll-tog Teat ,5
The
3. The pupile tested had had limited experiences with standardized
tests*
StugffiCT ..of...Smr^ssLjaLMs^M^iLM^smiss^Lt'^' The liadted aajount of literature
reviewed was concerned with (1) the nature of word perception and word
recognition and spelling; and (2} studies which related aspects of Tocata-
lary and spelling.
Pertinent findings are summarised as follows?
1* It is generally agreed among reading and spelling authorities
that both vocabulary development and spelling aefalevBaent are
dependent upon word perception power.
2* The ability to attack sotmd and meaning to word forms are
essential to both vocabulary and spelling achieveaeat,
3. la word recognition and spelling, a©aning gives reality to »ord
form and snakes it easy to recall or to write as the case nay be,
4. ChildrsH need independence and versatility in the use of word
perception aad recognition skills. Good spellers have snaparidr
Toeatalariesi better spellers receive higher scores on aH tests
of phonic knowledge except word deserialisation, while totter
readers receive the higher scores ©a aH tests.
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5» %e3J!at; skills can develop and strengthen- riding skills, and
aystoftfatic 'tTao of «or>J jicree^tion skills can increase spelling
power.
6. High scores In spoil li^; ae^o-jamy high scows in «ori issaalng.
?« SmBliig ability la one of the constellations of Ijtiagsag© abilities,
8« Poor spoiling .i->; not necessarily ea«$«l toy deficiencies in reading
or vocabulary*
9 Spelling experience §be»£M ^rorequinito 3pollii\-} acti¥itiea to
stiaolate ^^aate eoaoepts of words.
St^e^^ q£Jfiadiaga*—» 1'ho analysis of the data collected provMei the
following findings conearnJ^n thr- twasty-foiir aobjeets of this study*
1, In •foeftbalasy devclopaeiits J..oat res-d3.ii* indicated that aceowiing
to national norcs fete i;ro;:p averaged about 1 year below the stand-
axdiasd level of exf«etanoy for fifth ^ade^ pufils. The rsage,
29S in vocabuLary dovoloTa.oii- alwjwed a high score of 32 mA a low
seor« of 4., liio uodian score waa l§,50| the aea2^16«13; the
standard ©rroi* o? tlte roan, 1.28} and tie standard deviation, 6*15
;lieao firKl-;^;js iniieatrt that la distribution of vocabulary de-
weloprical I to gr^p approadaated ncamlity.
2. la apelling aehievemeat^ test results indicated that according1 to
the national noras the grouj.. avwaft«d alsout »ix months below the
atwAmcilLmd Icval of ©xj^ctiincy for fiitii pwi® pupils. fi» range
of J/ is ar^lllng ohowetl a aigli ocore of &l and a low score of
32. -he ?.edian i'jcore a&a 51.50, the ri-oan, 5^.33* the
oi* 'Jus 1,-tean, 1,72, anil ./uo standard deviation, 8.25.
fts indicated that in cUatrJbutton of spelling achievement
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levels of visual aptitude for letter memory the group approximated
soraality.
9i Analysis of the group's performance on the visual aptitude test 2,
^orm Memory, indicated that according to the test noras the group1 s
average level of performance was at the 30th pereentil©f which was
an average performance according to the standardized level of ex-
peetaney for fifth grade pupils. The range of 11 showed a high
score of 11 and a low score of 1. The median score i»s 4,75,
the mean, 5.04., the standard error of the meaa, •%# and the stand-
ar& deviation, 2,58. These findings indicated that in distribution
of levels of visual aptitude for fora memory the group approximated
normality.
10, Analysis of the group's performance on the auiitory aptitude test
I* Letter Memory, indicated according to the test norms that the
group's average level of performance was at the 60th percentil©,
which \m.3 an average performance according to the standardised
level of expeotanay for fifth grade pupils. The rari.'-j© of 6 showed
.a high score of 12 and a low score of ?« The median score was 9»20
the »an, 9«29» the standard error of the mean, .27, and the stand
ard deviation, 1.30« These findings indicated that in distribution
of auditory aptitude for letter memory the group approximated
normality.
11. Analysis of the group's performance on the auditory aptitude test '
2$ Orientation and Ciserteinatlon, indicated that according to the
test norms the groups average level of performance was at the 25th
pereentild, vhieh was "barely average according to the standardised
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.red *.,!' ex* ucIhacj :'ov iM'th r^'-lv "' "ii'J, " c jrvr'C "A" ;"3
i a 1 ■% ;<e*>j«i *,f H/, :t«,.i a Ion -;u rf «f *». ''-„ : ■;..! iLn. .rc:;/o
I/jut f s ciiji.rlb.ii :j of acfcC^ )
Ii30i>lf ira:J,oi'( t ;o rort* or.*, rctd.,.»t«l r^r.'^IH.;«
scat \- " a e?J.in^ «c!v'ev<r*:.cni .l:"i e*: c/1 t ■•!. ■<•,«> ol<.tt;.!»*i "rr| :>$
JK me - «•«"* 'sit !..i»c 1 "-; I--n siarri««i l(rw vtUok v#ss .2»:.|
w-tn ?i» f.ie"-^»s ttf ,r«s> fc-.f »,'O tf» ff«t?*i i.c ^-6 Kir;iir:c).; I vt
«.'c #f.,5 icvc'J t.. Cf•;?"'.• ;•..«« T>'.rl not . (c w
• iiwx. an'V cf at lti?ot .SIS). "" oac- f '-2 -"r :,vru rtt»., i-di aa
r.j indleru\'vio »:>'. o 9L«If'I.«iitt v/}joMovw:-*2,r: 1:. yai ccncL icu,
», :.;itt{, u» p;ri2s lairelvoi i"i ■: I" 'j.-rlv ;.l'11 3J,r!l:tr
o-' ac')'.'«"i: oat ic
»fr'f »icj i'o. r..i !»o :^ -,H!nificajit at tvi-, i.;o .Cf~ md/ »C1 'T -ff^.l^
of eonllacioc, .;'>..'3u ■, 1 «-k,4 ■ -*n 'jure acw i;-"l o*< 1y;i'rr la.s-.ca.. vt' «-f
:« ¥«rv ariilficf it **<:. i-i io.3l7,> "<?iUmx: ,#vri ll-j«\'! i a I n : re
■' ell 'v, «x» •*«/■> cnt.
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s.Vp-lfieant at I ho «t*i levol oL y^ifl-M*.?•:•>. It -nv.
vowed tbac^i- iaar'.io*1* .<m«A .^ellJ.-j^ w&iictTPwA*
15* :"iwU?if;s e^ttffOP.ii,* t!ir» jrelutl' ^til'rJ.i. !,.-ft-\wei " ~c 3o
©f «ftl fliior-i-iiiatlM .-art ;,\ ell"..^ 'AsMovcrr.or-t avrwsd 'trtat
: #//i «.» i^.jivl ic '-o sIjAiticrjit at, I\o »05 lovd of
::iw Xi di"t|3 ','ftr.-' atcc;tfl r-.-\ $■vM.tt&lvQ of a ol^il
&mt I'e'iatto'sari.lp. It i.»a** ooiicl'.d'.x^ * 't^rvw, t-mt the au
of tltl.3 av-j*i;- 'ield ai:'iiJ.«jr lovt&'j. oY i<'j.'r'*jti .or. l:
'w<*3 eotsscralig «»» roltt-.i'Xisklx* ■(>-»»: r'ir--< ' ;?« reversal aspect
of \s*>Rl dl3orI'-«tBai'iif/a nhmry- t t;.i u'lf? o'.^tti^t^i :!r" of .62 ^s
Ita atiindw.^1 ojror, •!!»; .-. v> t'n BskM as found to
icnnb at the «U. ioi* Cv».r- lf.'#a.l <S: :\
, 4*t8d go "'©I;:,; ity\.'c-tM,";tj -■•■.' a
' L^< vtili..li.c>\,l£. • l-£.',t«f/i -V'o rub'ifcLaaa uni
fi o:" t'.iu tiorxl '.l^ocvl'd «t*i lor. 'o^l, ail ci
to bo significant ut tlaii «C1 Icvft3 '>.' vi•*;:.•": >:noo, the
nr s'ii


















2, The evidence gained from the test performance of these subjects
In the area of spelling achievement Indicate! that they wer® about
six months below the standardised level of expectancy for fifth
grade pupils.
3. The test perforate® of the subjects of this study on tests of
word dlscriainatlon indicated that they were about one year and
four months below the standardised level of expectancy for fifth
grade pupils in this area.
A* la general, the group's level of visual aptitate, as indicated by
their test performance, was found to be normal*
5. The test perforaanee of the group gave evidence that they had
average levels of auditory aptitudes,
6* There was a significant relationship between vocabulary development
and spelling achievement, and between word discrimination and
spelling achievement aa found in this studys bat ao relationship
"between visual aptitude and spelling achievement, and between
auditory aptitude and spelling achievement.
?• The implications that grew out of these findings are presented
below.
^iJcj^^g.— The implications that grew out of this study are:
1. Vocabulary development and spelling achievement are not clearly
differentiated from each other, but are related one to the other
2. If imjority of the pupils tested can profit from training in
various types of word attack.
3. Since the relationship between spelling achievement and vocabulary
development, and the relationship between all aspects of word
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d"i,nrlruination as tcjtrl 1* this ni;."jdy, were ottetar.tlal :iad
3l£. ilf.:.«ir,t, it soci-.n f.'uni,- a fart of ever./ ayeJlins expo'lenoe
should '.ate ;;*.;o*G!i^'i an*! «3kli:ifcl provision for the dervelopiest
of meanings.
» Them are evidences to show f;» need;? ioi* & dcv&loiuiuutal and
corrective vord perception pro^ax,-! planned -,© :.:eol the individual
a#©is and differences of the puj-ilis of this group.
ii'-.au cni i::.rli«saiIoKa r revised
a I^asiu fojf LUu ,t<,-12o»5a^ rucom •otirlailu
1, '::mt tif tctioa fthwiM bo ;;'.v©n to Lkt; t,upilc' relaiive3y low
la¥Olc in -T-HiBfT r-nf31 voonbulaiy development % identifying
pa^il-j wlfc B.re not r.Gffora.f.nf;; up to their levels of expectancy
e.r/i tier providlnc .:■ f TTofrifttc iystrectio/i Tor tiia;:.
2* :•.£,! s^e.ifle class ". riods ano-.M tc stewetUwi t,i Lrainl^n F-I'
it wovJ -jcritiiiar ^'i-1 aniljroia, In orier to ttLrcw^-then their
3. 'Jia' e"'"';:Kr« 'jhc.jJ "-t; ;'..mic to supply t.-uoiic-.-a vivh ra«orlalu
and s, t25«'it.icizti '^ilc'.i ;-ive f.u|-ll,',{ tridts oxp:;i*ioacos In fie '-:.'«»
of 1<jc* if..".'~.~ c' tioni at Luck «;al wci'fl atauy^ls re-alri:^ *i5 f;K
lev.'l<* oi' v-*.'A*al rni a«'J5tO"y aiilt'.deo necesjeax^ i.*cr i.
of rU'iJi jra'lo j>,\ Ils«
/,., ■ a t f r'.fetw' rJ . *.is<; r-» 3ci be
a. A o' "^rrririoK or ear&e;.l;f iovolr, oi' Llicac Oil ,j_\:2iar pupils
l>» A jt.icV ol "'<a^ ralaticnc'iii; ol' ilifc nwjor uaj^o-.a o1? this
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Test 1. Reading
DIRECTIONS. In each paragraph a blank line means that a word has been
left out. Read each paragraph. Then think of the word that should be in
each blank. Write the word in the parentheses at the side of the page. You
should get the answer from the paragraph itself.
SAMPLE. Dick, Tom, and Fred are brothers. The names( ) *
of Dick's brothers are (<») and (*) .( \ j
1. In winter we wear coats. Our w keep us/ ^
warm
2-3. Billie has a brown dog. His w> has a white
spot on his back, and so Billie (3) him Spotty ( ) 3
4. History is the story of what has happened. To
learn about the past of the United States, we read its
W ( __) 4
5-9. When you read a line of print, your eyes move'—'■ ' 5
across the page in jumps. If you are a good (5) .( ) 6
your (6) make three or four jumps to a line. If you( ) 7
are a ff>- reader, your eyes may make as many as( ) 8
eight or ten «) to.a («> ( \ 9
10-14. The two Wright brothers read every book
and article they could find on the theory of flying. They
studied the movements of hawks and other great birds/ \ io
as these birds soared high up in the do) ■ After months
of study and hard work they built a (m which they( ) n
thought would (12) . It was made of wood and cloth
and weighed, with one brother in it, only 750 pounds. ' 12
At Kittyhawk, North Carolina, in 1903, they gave the
new plane a trial, with one brother as pilot. It rose
from the (») and flew through the air for several( ) 13
seconds. This was the first time that a motor-driven,
heavier-than-air machine carried a »*> through the air.( ) 14
16-18. The most interesting of all the Atlantic fish
ing ports is Gloucester. For three hundred years
fishermen have sailed out of as) to the fishing grounds( ) 15
which extend from Cape Hatteras to Greenland. The
life of a (i6) is not an easy one, for many men sail out^ : ' 16
from t'his port never to a?) . Each year the people( ) 17
of the village hold a memorial service for these heroes by
spreading flowers over the .as) of the harbor ( : ) is
19-20. During cold weather, a house is continually
losing heat. Heat escapes through the walls, cracks .
around windows, and opened doors. To keep the house/ \ lg
comfortable, the furnaces and stoves must supply
enough <") to take the place of that which is (20) ... (__ ) 20
[2] (Go right on to the nextpage.)
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21-25. Ever since man has lived on the earth, he
has had some form of wealth. He always has had things
which are useful and valuable to him. Not everything
which is useful is wealth. We could not live without^ j 2,
air, but c» is not wealth. It is not (22) because ~~
there is an unlimited supply of it. You can get all you( ". ) 22
want of it without cost. If you own a spring, you
can get all the water you want without (23) . In this(—: ) n
case (2<> is not wealth. But if you get water in your/ \
house through pipes, you have to (25) for it. In this
case water is wealth ( ) 25
26-29. Science is finding out that the water we drink
affects our lives far more than we know. Now we are
told that the _J22_ we drink has a great deal to do with( ) 26
the number of cavities in our teeth. It has been found
that the presence of a chemical called fluorine in drink
ing water will slow down or stop tooth decay. The
amount of <2fl needed in the water to prevent tooth' ' 27
(28) is so small we can hardly imagine it, one part/ \ 2g
fluorine to one million parts water. Too much fluorine
causes the enamel1 of the (29) to become mottled in
appearance ( ) 29
30-32. Generally speaking, the best watchdogs are
the (30) with upright ears. They seem to be always^ ' 30
alert and they o» the slightest sound. The term/'
"watchdog" seems to be a poor name, for a good watch-
dog is really a "listen-dog." Almost always, it (32)
before it sees ( ) 32
33-36. The common song of the black-capped chick
adee is a call of two sweet, clear, whistled notes, the/ \ 33
second note being lower than the (33) . If you can
whistle high enough, you can «*) this call. Often ( ) 34
you can get the birds to (35) your call. The chicka-
dee also has several other calls. One of these calls*- ' 35
sounds like "chickadee," and is the one from which
this bird gets its (36) ( ; ) 36
37-40. Early man kept a record of his counting by
making cuts on^'a tally stick or by making a pile of
pebbles. The stick served best when he wanted a
permanent record while the (37) could be used over( ) 37
and over again. From the loose pile of pebbles in time
man developed the counting frame. At first this was
just a series of grooves in a flat surface, in which he
lined up the (38) . Later it became a series of upright(__ ) 38
sticks on which beads or stones with holes in them could
be placed. Finally the ends of the (39) were joined/ ^ 39
together to make the counting w» as we know it ~~
today ( : ) 40
[ 3 ] (Go right on to the next page.)
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DIRECTIONS. Read each paragraph. Then read the questions below it.
Write the answer to each question in the parentheses after it. You may
read the paragraph again if you wish to. Each question can be answered
by one word or, at most, a few words. You should get the answer to each
question from the paragraph-itself.
The fur of the mink is popular both because of its quality and its rarity.
Raising minks for their furs is called mink ranching. The pelts from
ranch minks are now considered better than those from wild minks. Be
cause minks fight with each other, they are kept in separate small pens.
These have wire floors arid tops and are raised off the ground. The minks
are fed mostly raw meat or fish. The young minks, called kits, are born =
in spring, sometimes as many as ten in a litter. In the early winter, they
are killed and their skins or pelts are prepared for use in fur coats and other
articles.
41. Why are several minks not kept in the same pen ?. ( __) a
42. What is another name for the skin of a fur-bearing
animal? ( ; __) 42
43. What two foods are the minks most commonly fed ?. ( ) 43
44. Of what is the floor of the mink's pen made ?..... ( ; ) 44
45. When are the minks killed for their furs? ( ) 45
46. What is another name for the baby minks? ( ) 46
47. Write in the answer space the letter which appears in front of the best
title for this paragraph —
a. Wild Minks b. Making Mink Coats
c. Raising Minks for Fur d. Feeding the Minks ( ) 47
Bell, inventor of the telephone, was born in Scotland. He went to
Canada when he was twenty-three years old, and two years later he came
to the United States, where he became a professor at Boston University.
The telephone was born in Boston on June 2, 1875, in a little electrical
shop on Court Street. This was three years after Bell came to the United
States. In 1876, when Bell was twenty-nine years old he exhibited his
telephone at the Philadelphia Exposition. Later that year and early
the following year, he and a helper went about the country giving lectures
and showing how the telephone worked. People were very much inter
ested, but considered the telephone as a toy rather than anything useful.
Not until May, 1877, was anyone willing to pay for a telephone.
48. In what country was Bell born? ( ) «
49. How oldwas Bellwhen he came to the United States?( ) 49
50. In what city did Bell do his most famous work ?.... (_ ) 50
51. In what year was Bell at the Philadelphia Exposi
tion?." * ( ) «
52. What did the telephone seem like to most people?. ( ) 52
53. Write in the answer space the letter which appears in front of the best
title for this paragraph — ,
a. Early Telephones b. Bell, Inventor of the Telephone
c. The Usefulness of the Telephone
d. The Philadelphia Exposition. ( ) sa
[ 4 ] (Go right on to the nextpage.)
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Few professional photographers and fewer amateurs are skilled in the
art of photographic negative etching. This is the art of scraping selected
areas of the film lightly, thus reducing the thickness and opacity of the
negative at these points. When a photograph is made from the etched
negative more light will pass'through the thinned areas, thus making the
corresponding areas* in the photographic print darker. Failure in this
difficult art, more often than not, is due to the use of the wrong kind
of etching knife. A sharp blade which holds its sharpness is needed.
A thin, flexible blade is not as satisfactory as a thicker, more rigid one.
A first-class etching knife costs several dollars, but a poor one will cost
more in the long run because of the spoiled negatives.
54. Is photographic etching an easily mastered art ?... (___ ) s*
65. What kind of tool is used ?. . ( ■-— ) 55
66. Which of the following words is used to describe this
tool — dull, round, sharp, pointed ? ( ,) 56
67. Does the etching process lighten or darken the final
picture?......: • ( — ) 57
58. What makes a cheap etching tool more expensive in
the long run ? (. ) 5S
69. Write in the answer space the letter which appears in front of the best
title for this paragraph — a. How to Make a Picture
b. Photographic Etching, a Difficult Art
c. How to Thin a Negative d. Etching Knives ( ) 59
One day a man, hiking in the fields, happened upon a butterfly strug
gling to free itself from its cocoon. He watched for a time, feeling sorry
for the weak and helpless creature, struggling so hard. Finally he took
his sharp knife from his pocket and quickly cut open the cocoon, allowing
the butterfly to escape. To his amazement the poor little creature flut
tered its weak wings for a time but soon entirely gave up trying to fly.
The struggle to escape from the cocoon was nature's way of preparing
the butterfly for the much more difficult tasks that lay ahead. Because
it was denied this experience, the butterfly was unable to fly.
60. What word tells you that seeing the butterfly was
accidental? - ( — ) 60
61. What word tells you that the hiker was surprised at
the result of his kindness? • • • • (_ ) 61
62. The butterfly's struggle for escape is: harmful,
hopeless, useless, necessary ( —) 62
63. Write in the answer space the letter in front of the sentence which
best tells what lesson this story teaches —
a. One should not give up without a struggle.
b. It is healthy to be out-of-doors. c. Greatness knows itself.
d. Overcoming small difficulties gives strength to meet greater ones ( ) 63
STOP!
No. right Stand, score Gr. equiv Age equiv.
■ [ S 1
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Test 2. Vocabulary
DIRECTIONS. In the parentheses after each question write the number of the
word that makes the sentence most nearly true.
SAMPLE. Big means the same as — 1 bad 2 pretty 3 large 4 tiny ( )
1. A friend is one we— 1 strike 2 throw 3 love 4 fear...( )i
2. A noise is a —. 1 smell 2 sound 3 joke 4 song ( ) 2
3. To be safe is to be — 1 dangerous 2 sad 3 sick 4 secure ( ) 3
4. I finish means I — 1 hurry 2 search 3 forget 4 complete ( ) 4
5. A mile is a — 1 race 2 law 3 measure 4 drawing ( ) s
6. Human refers to — 1 houses 2 promises 3 monkeys 4 man ( ) 6
7. To discover means to — 1 know 2 find 3 close 4 consider ( ) 7
8. Almost means — 1 sometimes 2 never 3 always 4 nearly ( ) s
9. Fear is the same as — 1 accident 2 noise 3 terror 4 dark ( ) 9
10. Huge best describes an— 1 apple 2 ant 3 elephant 4 elf( ) 10
11. Same means — 1 different 2 even 3 like 4 small ( ) 11
12. Feeling means — 1 crying 2 striking 3 pushing 4 touching ( ) 12
13. Pardon means — 1 freedom 2 forgiveness 3 privilege 4 guilt ( ) 13
14. Hardly means — 1 barely 2 surely 3 slowly 4 softly ... ( ) u
15. To remember is to — 1 write 2 recite 3 resist 4 recall.. ( ) 15
16. She replies means she — 1 complains 2 demands 3 fills 4 answers ( ) ie
17. A mistake is —- 1 an error 2 a crime 3 a haze 4 a disaster ( ) 17
18. Terror is the same as— 1 liberty 2 fright 3 hatred 4 sympathy ( ) is
19. To shield means to — 1 arm 2 shift 3 conflict 4 protect ( ) 19
20. Sorrow means— 1 anxiety 2 refinement 3 pleasure 4 grief ( ) 20
2}. To amaze means to— 1 wander 2 vanish 3 astonish 4 collect ( ) 21
22. To form means to — 1 practice 2 leave 3 express 4 shape ( ) 22
23. A companion is— 1 an agreement 2 a treaty 3 a comrade 4 a gift ( ) 23
24. To transfer means to — 1 ride 2 pierce 3 occur 4 shift.. ( ) 24
26. Innocent means — 1 afraid 2 strange 3 guiltless 4 criminal ( ) 25
26. Attempt means — 1 go 2 reach 3 try 4 accomplish ( ) 26
27. life means — 1 end 2 strength 3 hope 4 existence . . .. ( ) 27
28. Reckless means — 1 heartless 2 careless 3 fearful 4 useless ( > r>?
[6] (Go right on to the next page.)
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29. Information means— 1 correction 2 hatred 3 hospital 4 knowledge ( ) 29
30. To manage means to— 1 teach 2 spoil 3 follow 4 direct ( ) 30
31. To be ,0alien< is to be— 1 ill 2 evident 3 uncomplaining 4 rude ( ) 31
32. To arouse means to — 1 ascend 2 annoy 3 awaken 4 arrive ( ) 32
33. A conference is a — 1 federation 2 discussion 3 conflict 4 speech ( ) 33
34. To change is to — 1 happen 2 risk 3 alter 4 bite ( ) 34
36. Ownership means — 1 offer 2 possession 3 right 4 partnership ( ) 35
36. He jfrente means he — 1 withdraws 2 offends 3 grasps 4 gives ( ) se
37. To proceed means to — 1 prove 2 follow 3 advance 4 lead ( ) 37
38. To accustom is to— 1 harmonize 2 familiarize 3 collect 4 affront ( ) 38
39. To oppose meansto— 1 crush 2 suppose 3 resist 4 rest ( ) 39
40. Seldom means— 1 frequently 2 now 3 surely 4 rarely ( )«>
41. To survey means to — 1 sway 2 overspread 3 drive 4 inspect ( ) «
42. To be serious is to be — 1 earnest 2 smart 3 lazy 4 intelligent ( ) 42
43. To relieve means to — 1 ease 2 abandon 3 remedy 4 depart ( ) 43
44. A mountain is part of— 1 a city 2 the earth 3 the sea 4 a hill ( ) 44
45. Unconcern means— 1 justice 2 evidence 3 interest 4 indifference ( ) 45
46. To oblige is to — 1 manage 2 erase 3 favor 4 oppose. . ( ) 46
47. Influence means — 1 disease 2 grippe 3 authority 4 wealth ( ) 47
48. Unworthy means — 1 uneasy 2 unfair 3 useless 4 undeserving ( ) 48
49. Inhabit means — 1 invade 2 instill 3 dwell 4 discover. . ( ) 49
50. Solitary means — 1 alone 2 reliable 3 sullen 4 numerous ( ) 50
51. To provoke is to— 1 ridicule 2 call 3 encourage 4 irritate ( ) 51
52. Intention means — 1 purpose 2 indifference 3 consideration
4 discovery ( ) 52
53. To long for means to — 1 extend 2 crave 3 look 4 envy ( ) 53
54. Data mean — 1 fruits 2 cases 3 occasions 4 facts ( ) 54
66. A dream is a — 1 sleep 2 plan 3 fear 4 fancy ( ) 55
STOP!
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Part 1. Achievement Tests
READING TEST 1. PARAGRAPH UNDERSTANDING
Page
Directions: Read the question. Then read the paragraph and find the answer to the question. At the
end of the paragraph, draw a line under the word which answers the question. When you
finish this page, go on to the next.
Sample; What does Tom's dog do?
Tom has a dog.
The dog runs.
has runs Tom dog
Sample: Who has a cat?
Mary has two pets.
They are a cat and a dog.
pets eat dog Mary
Allow 7 minutes
1. What does Peter have?
4.
6.
Peter is a boy.
He has a ball.
boy bail doll Peter
2. Who is here with the car?
Mother said, "Come, Jane.
Father is here with the car."
Jan® car Mother Father
Who likes the cat?
Baby has a cat.
She does not like the cat.
Brother likes it.
Baby cat likes Brother
What did the boy lose?
A boy was looking for something he lost.
A man said, "I will help you find it."
They found the penny in the grass.
nickel penny man
5. Who was the child?
Molly saw a child.
She said, "What is your name?"
The child said, "My name is Betty."
Molly same Betty child
What doll did the little girl like most?
A little girl had two dolls.
She got one this year and one last year.
She said, "I like my new doll, but I like
the old doll best."
two dolls ©3d doll
little girl
new doll
7. What did the farmer feed the cows?
A farmer had cows, horses, chickens and
ducks. He fed the cows and horses hay.




horses com hay ducks
8. How old is Bill?
Mary is ten years old. She has little twin
brothers named Tom and Bill, and &
brother Jack who is twelve years old. Tom
is six.
ten twelve 81S eight
What did Father want the children to do?
Father said, "Hurry, children. We shall
be late for the train. We are going to see
Grandma and Grandpa."
see Grandma to see to hurry
to be l&t®
Where does Bob help his father?
Bob goes to school every day except Sat
urday and Sunday. On Saturday he helps
his father at the store. On Sunday he and




What kind of kitten did Mrs. Brown find?
Mrs. Brown found a kitten in the barn
yard one winter day. The kitten was so
weak it could hardly stand. Mrs. Brown





Go oa to next page.
Paws 8
12. Where did John g© last?
John said, "I did two things today.
I went to the bank after I took my book
back to the library."
bank library sel&@©l today
Johm
13. When is Alien's aext mwsls lesson?
Alice is becoming a fine musician. She
practices on the piano every day. On
Tuesday and Friday she takes her music
lesson. Today is Wednesday.
Monday Tuesday
Thursday
14. Of what &r@ toy animals made in Mexico?
In Mexican markets many things are on
display. The tourist can buy brightly col
ored blankets of wool or cotton; leather
shoes or purses; clay pigs, cats, or rabbits;
and interesting carved human figures
made of wood. Many of the toy animals






15. When did th® children g© for a walk!
On Tuesday it rained, so the children play
ed indoors. Wednesday morning it was
still too muddy to play outside, but their
father took them for a ride in the park.
Yesterday was bright and clear, and they
went for a walk in the forest. They met
an old woman when they had gone about
a mile.
yesterday in A® park
Tuesday morning in the forest
about a mil®
Which rag is most expensive?
The merchant said, "The dye used in this
red rug comes from a very tiny animal.
Thousands of animals are necessary to
make even a small amount of dye. For
that reason the rug is worth much more




Which gam© d® 1 prefer?
Second only to tennis, in my opinion, is the
game of golf. Both games require more
skill of hand and quickness of movement
and eye than card games or checkers.
tennis golf cud games
18. H@w
The angry rhinoeerous came so close that
I could hear the huge beast snort. I reach
ed for my automatic rifle, although I well
knew that my bullets would have little
effect on Ms tough hide. Terrified, I watch




19. Whom did Washington prak©?
During the hardships of the Revolutionary
war, everyone—young and old, soldiers,
farmers, and artisans—all worked ardu
ously for their country. Washington fre
quently commended especially the patriot
ism and devotion of the women. They
worked as tirelessly as the soldiers on the




20. What means ®£ transportation seemed pe
culiar to Mr, J@nes?
For thirty years Mr. Jones lived in a
country where the dog-team was the sole
means of transportation. Accustomed as
he was to the sled or travois, he found it
difficult, on his return to civilization, to
refrain from gaping wide-eyed in wonder
at the automobiles of our modern city
streets,
dog-team sl©d automobiles
i@ the most ©economical type of
locomotive?
Engineers strive to reduce the weight of
engines and thereby lessen the pounding
of the driving wheels against the iron rails
at high speeds. Less pounding means long
er wear, both for locomotives and tracks
The new stream-line trains are usually
made from aluminum and are both lighter





®m to aexfc page.
22. Who may submit entries in the contest?
The committee of judges will give careful
attention to every entry submitted. The
entrants should type the manuscripts on
only one side of the paper. Any magazine
reader is eligible to compete. The contest
is closed to relatives of the judges, or em




23. Future buyers of airplaraes may expect a
reduction in what?
Airplanes are rapidly being improved to
increase speed and safety. In fact, each
new plane built is out of date soon after
delivery to the purchaser. Eventually,
when tiie experimental stage in aviation
has been passed, airplanes will be stand
ardized and produced at & considerably






24. What do vocational tests measure?
Tests for vocational guidance are effective
tools in helping high school students select
suitable occupations. The counsellor ex
plains to the student that the tests cannot
dictate his future vocation in absolute
terms, but rather point out his aptitudes
and abilities. He may then make a more
intelligent and successful occupational





What kind of abstracts appear in "Biolog
ical Abstracts"?
"Biological Abstracts" is a scientific jour
nal consisting of extremely condensed
summaries or abstracts of current scienti
fic, biological literature. Biology, however
is such an extensive field that the ab
stracts, if published in one volume, would
be expensive and bulky. They are, there
fore, divided into five volumes dealing
with specialized topics within the general







26. What should citizens do in reading news
items?
A newspaper becomes an organ of propo-
ganda when subversive influences are al
lowed to invade the field of reporting e-
vents. Citizens should be trained to eval
uate each news item in terms of its authen
ticity, and to expend unmitigated efforts
in denouncing newspapers which flagrant*









What partially overcomes the limits of
human perception?
There are limits of exactness in human
perception which are irremedial. As two
lines or forms are made more nearly equal,
a point is reached at which the unaided
eye can no longer distinguish between
them. To eliminate this source of error in
observation, precision instruments have
been devised which permit greater accura








28. What makes diagnosis of fatigue difficult?
Depression, inattention, and erratic be
havior may result from fatigue. In any
consideration of fatigue, the capacity of
the human being to compensate tempo
rarily by special effort should be remem
bered. This capacity not infrequently pro
duces remarkable results and may be
correspondingly misleading. Interpreta
tion of fatigue is impossible, even when
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READING TEST 2. SPEED
Directionst This is a test to find out how fast you can read. You will find things to do in almost every
sentence. Be sure to do each thing right, but go as fast as you can.
Al!««w 1 \t> minutes
Put a ring around the flag. ||| Put a
line under the tree. & Make a cross on
this line —Write the number three after
this sentence ......Read as fast as you can.
Write "yes" on this line.. ___
If you have two eyes, write 2 after this
sentence , If you can see, put a ring
around this S. If you like to eat, make two
circles here. .Now cross out the
number three. 12 8 4
Boys and girls like these games because
they are easy. Put a dot in this ring (^J
How many feet have you ?____How many
ears have you? .How many feet has a
This is fun. Cross out all the o's ia
follow. Cross out th© l's ia little. Crow out
the last letter in boy. Put a line under the
last word in this sentence. Make two
crosses on this line. _.__....
You are doing very well. Keep it up.
Draw a line under the girl's name:
Jack, Jane. Draw a ring around the
number sis. 2 6 § 7
Write yes or no after each of these
questions. Can horses bark? . A.re








white, and blue?. _ Do hens lay
eggs ?____~Doeg milk come from birds ?
Would you like to have ten dollars?
You are a fast reader. How many letters
are in the word two ? How many letters
are in the word up ?_. Write a capital B
here Put a cross in this ring.
Draw a line under the name of a color:
red, pretty. Cross oat a word that means
big: small, large. Put a ring around a word
that means glad: happy, sorry. If you like
to play these games, make a circle here.
Draw a line under the right answer.
When does the sun shine? night, day.
Which is larger? boy, mam. Which is
cold ? ice, fire. Which is blue ? sky, apple.
Who is older? mother, baby.
Only a few pupils can read as far as this.
How many things make a pair?_ Draw
& ring: around something good to eat:
coal, apple. Put a line under a toy:
doll, lake. Put a line under each t in butter.
Write the first letter in th® word "cat"
here. N@w writ® "end" here......——_
Score
(Number right)
Score 0 | 1 | £ I 8 | 4 | 6
Grade l.O|l.A|l.«|l.O|S.S|S.S 2.7 S
I 3 | 9 | 10| 11| 121 18| 14| 1S| ISj 17j 18| 19| 20| 31| 88
I.O|8.2|3.6|3.7|4.O|A.8i4.6|e.0|S.4|S.8|6.1t6.6|S.9|T.8|7.6|7.8
88| 2«| 25| 36| 27[ 28| 29 | 80 | Over 30
10.5+
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READING TEST 3. WORD DISCRIMINATION
Directions: Underline the correct sentence in each group.
Sample: The cat runs after the hat.
The cat runs after the rat.
The hat runs after the rat. Allow 2 minutes
Part 1. Vowels
1. A dog can run fast.
A dig can run fast.
A dug can run fast.
2. We sleep in a bid.
We sleep in a bed.
We sleep in a bad.
3. The mat wore a hat.
The man wore a hot.
The man wore a hat.
4. I like to eat bread and butter.
I like to eat broad and butter.
I like to eat bread and bitter.
5. We get milk from the coo.
We get milk from the cow.
We get milk from the coy.
6. I hop that you will come soon.
I hope that you will come soon.
I hop that you well come soon.
7. He will tape on the door.
He will tap on the door.
He will tip on the door.
8. I am fund of animals.
I am found of animals.
I am fond of animals.
9. Did you knew my brother?
Did you knee my brother?
Did you know my brother?
10. Have you heard what happened today?
Have you hard what happened today ?
Have you hoard what happened today ?
11. He sent his white callers to be washed.
He sent his white collars to be washed.
He sent his white colors to be washed.
12. His father has a leather belt.
His father has a lather belt.
His feather has a leather belt.
18. The boy put a beetle in the bottle.
The boy put a battle in the bottle.
The boy put a bottle in the beetle.
14. Be sure to sleep on clean budding.
Be sure to sleep on clean beading.
Be sure to sleep on clean bedding.
15. The girl is hopping to go to the picnic.
The girl is hoping to go to the picnic.
The girl is hooping to go to the picnic.
16. Let this accident be a reminder to be careful.
Let thia Occident be a reminder to be careful.
Let this accident be a remainder to be careful.
17. The rubber confessed that he was guilty.
The robber confused that he was guilty.
The robber confessed that he was guilty.
18. Workmen were hired to constrict the bridge.
Workmen were heard to constrict the bridge.
Workmen were hired to construct the bridge.
19. The man said that he would come latter.
The man said that he would come later.
The man said that he would come letter.
20. He was reworded for finding the expensive jewels.
He was rewarded for finding the expensive jewels.
He was rewarded for finding the expansive jewels.
21. All the problems accept the first are impossible.
All the problems accept the first are impassible.
All the problems except the first are impossible.
22. This author mansions the American Revolution,
This author mentions the American Revolution.
This author mentions the American Revelation.
23. Some people object to foreign imports.
Some people abject to foreign imparts.
Some people object to foreign imparts.
24. The possession is filled by an eminent man.
The position is filled by an imminent man.
The position is filled by an eminent man.
Score..




















































































Part 2. Consonants Allow 2 minutea
1. A little dog is a good pet.
A little dog is a good pen.
A little dog is a good peg.
2. We sleep in a bet.
We sleep in a bed.
We sleep in a bell.
8. Please look at the pretty doll.
Please took at the pretty doll.
Please book at the pretty doll.
4. This paper cost a time.
This paper cost a dine.
This paper cost a dime.
5. The poor man was very tin.
The poor man was very fin.
The poor man was very thin.
6. Give the toy to then.
Give the toy to there.
Give the toy to them.
7. Get the nail at the post office.
Get the mail at the post office.
Get the rail at the post office.
8. Which is the way to town ?
Witch is the way to town ?
Wish is the way to town?
9. Wash the dishes in the sing.
Wash the dishes in the sink.
Wash the dishes in the zinc.
10. You will get yet in the water.
You will get wet in the water.
You will get whet in the water.
11. The pupil corrected his mistake.
The pupil connected his mistake.
The pupil collected his mistake.
12. Will you consent to the plan ?
Will you convent to the plan ?
Will you content to the plan ?
13. Vaccination presents smallpox.
Vaccination pretends smallpox.
Vaccination prevents smallpox.
14. My derision to go made her happy.
My division to go made her happy.
My decision to go made her happy.
15. I do not know weather it will rain tomorrow.
I do not know whether it will rain tomorrow.
I do not know wetter it will rain tomorrow.
16. This package of sugar is infested with ants.
This package of sugar is infected with ants.
This passage of sugar is infested with ants.
17. The halls resounded with echoes of chimes.
The halls rebounded with echoes of chimes.
The balls resounded with echoes of chimes.
18. We defend on the army for protection.
We depend on the army for projection.
We depend on the army for protection.
19. The boy deserts a liberal allowance.
The boy deserves a liberal allowance.
The boy deserves a literal allowance.
20. The floor squealed as he replaced his steps.
The floor squeaked as he retraced his steps.
The floor squeaked as he replaced his steps.
21. The award will be a blonde medal.
The award will be a bronze metal.
The award will be a bronze medal.
22. She fiercely relented his angry resort.
She fiercely resented his angry retort.
She fiercely relented his angry retort.
23. The wrestler's huge muzzles showed in the photograph.
The wrestler's huge muscles showed in the photograph.
The wrestler's huge muscles showed in the phonograph.
24. Contracting colors appeased to the girl.
Contrasting colors appealed to the girl.
















































































1. A little bog can run fast.
A little dog can run fast.
A little god can run fast.
2. The man was the cat.
The man saw the cat.
The man sam the cat.
3. A big likes mud.
A dig likes mud.
A pig likes mud.
4. Please do not come late to school.
Please do ton come late to school.
Please do out come late go school.
5. Write your name on the crab.
Write your name on the carp.
Write your name on the card.
6. A dog can bark.
A dog can park.
A dog can dark.
1. The boy used an ax to spilt wood.
The boy used an ax to split wood.
The boy used an ax to slipped wood.
8. Do not bump the garbage on the street.
Do not dump the garbage on the street.
Do not dumb the garbage on the street.
9. I like to eat beard and butter.
I like to eat dread and butter.
I like to eat bread and butter.
10. The red light means spot.
The red light means stop.
The red light means pots.
11. The small boy won the race.
The small boy own the race.
The small boy now the race.
12. The child was blowing soap puddles.
The child was blowing soap bubbles.
The child was blowing soap bulbs.
13. Buy goods of the best quality.
Buy goods of the best qualify.
Buy goods of the best duality.
14. Can you stake on ice?
Can you skate on ice ?
Can you takes ©n ice ?
15. The bride looked like an angel.
The bribe looked like an angel.
The bride looked like an angle
16. Healthy pink cheeks need no rogue.
Healthy pink cheeks need on rouge.
Healthy pink cheeks need no rouge.
17. He tried to preform the difficult task.
He tired to perform the difficult task.
He tried to perform the difficult task.
18. Farmers must guard against frost.
Farmers must grand against frost.
Framers must guard against frost.
19. The child who perseveres can except to succeed.
The child who preserves can expect to succeed.
The child who perseveres can expect to succeed.
20. Are you intending to move this month ?
Are you indenting to move this mouth ?
Are you intending t© move this mouth ?
21. He was greatly assumed, reading the funny verse.
He was greatly amused, reading the funny serve.
He was greatly amused, reading the funny verse.
22. The calvary paraded to martial music.
The cavalry paraded to marital music.
The cavalry paraded to martial music.
28. The best reader was commended for his skill.
The best reared was condemned for his skill.
The best reader was condemned for his skill.
24. We conserved about antique sliver.
We conversed about antique silver.

















































































Fart 4. Additions &nd Omissions Allow 2 minutes
1. The little girl has a black at.
The little girl has a black cat.
The little girl has a black cats.
2. I play a drum in the bad.
I play a drum in the ban.
I play a drum in the band.
8. He rode his pony pass my house.
He rode his pony past my house.
He rode his pony pat my house.
4. This hat cost the most.
This hat cost the mostly.
This hat cost the almost.
5. We eat dinner ever day.
We eat dinner very day.
We eat dinner every day.
6. I gave the book to a fried.
I gave the book to a friend.
I gave the book to a fiend.
7. The boy'g farther is a doctor.
The boy's fathers is a doctor.
The boy's father is a doctor.
8. The baby wants to sleep.
The baby wants to sleepy.
The baby wants to asleep.
9. Tie the bundle with a sing.
Tie the bundle with a string.
Tie the bundle with a sting.
10. I have been presents every day.
I have been presently every day.
I have been present every day.
11. We tramped through the forest.
We tramped thorough the forest.
We tramped though the forest.
12. Here is a small particular of sand.
Here is a small participle of sand.
Here is a small particle of sand.
13. This is the largest county in the state.
This is the largest country in the state.
This is the largest count in the state.
14. Two needless are used in knitting.
Two needlessly are used in knitting.
Two needles are used in knitting.
15. The widow kept her car in our garbage.
The widow kept her car in our garage.
The window kept her car in our garage.
16. The artist created a statute from clay.
The artist created a statue from clay.
The artist crated a statute from clay.
17. It is imprudent to spend money lavishly.
It is impudent to spend money lavishly.
It is imprudent to spend monkey lavishly.
18. The invisible team won a gold medal.
The invincible team won a gold medial.
The invincible team won a gold medal.
19. He gave more liberality than others in his locally.
He gave more liberally than others in his locally.
He gave more liberally than others in his locality.
20. The bandit intimidated the crowd with a revolver.
The bandit intimated the crowd with a revolver.
The bandit intimidated the crowd with a revolve.
21. A procession flowed the parade.
A procession followed the parade.
A possession followed the parade.
This printed publican is nationally known.
This printed publication is nationality known.
This printed publication is nationally known.
He studied, obvious to the conversation.
He studied, oblivious to the conversation.
He studied, oblivious to the conversion.
Your direction is really too indefinite to follow.
Your direction is reality too indefinite to follow.
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Directions: Write the words which the teacher pronounces. One word belongs in each space.
1. A___ ._..._..._....drinks milk.
2. The_... . ___ruiis.
8. He.™—. _ .__a letter.
4. The grass is_~___. . ,
6. Please . .some candy.
6. This is a toy_. _.....„ .
7. You should.......... _......„. your lesson.
8. The horse is _
9. We____ .._... very quietly.
10. I live in a very large __
11. You can _ out a candle.
12. Do not __
13. The train is on the .,.
14. Are you _ .....to
16. We cook in the . .
15. Open the wide.
17. Throw the ball _ _
the posts,
18. This is __ eighteen.
19. Why do you .._ „_?
20. She has a _ j>ew dress.
21. What is th© ..__.._._. , ?
22. Fold the _.____. piece of
paper.
23. The ___ —pulb the
train.












Many , . are here.
We went to a....
meeting.
The horse pulls the_
The , _. _.._ is the man
who commands the army.
I—_ . , . I saw you
What...... _.




He has very little-
The _«________.
collects taxes and makes laws.










How many yards of cloth are
this coat?
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Directions: The teacher will show you a card
on which is printed a nonsense word. Study the
word until the teacher removes the card. Then
write as much of the nonsense words as yon
remember.







































































































Directions: The teacher will show you some
designs on a card. Study these designs until the
teacher removes the card. Then draw as many
of them as you can remember.







































































































Directions: The teacher will spell aloud the
letters of some nonsense words. Listen carefully
and when she says "write", write as many of the















































































































This is a test to see how well you








































































































































































































































Directions: Copy this little story as quickly
and plainly as you can. When the teacher says
"Stop", hold up your pencil.
Allow 1 W
A little boy lived with his father in a large
forest. Every day the father went out to cut
wood. One day the boy was walking through
the woods with a basket of lunch for his father.
Suddenly he met a huge bear. The boy was
frightened, but he threw a piece of bread and
jelly to the bear.





























































































Directions: In every other word there is fi
letter "a". Cross out all of the a's you can find.
Remember there is one in every other word. Do
it this way: she$k puk v/rone le /net.
Allow 1 minute
Bot ralentch tokel stad voulte san cherm
anoos. Evidid wheal oron vade su av
olein sair newok eaey ki poleat selur
laes ov prusath. Toshel wanetor tuk
splenat olor wark lishes eater, thesur
squal se haed sunch, iga aiding. Ballon
luzzevs th&il jiekes, asselum mey jaublet.
Mo shoam kleidorp pae synoghet lanke.
Prounth ab shill veroaki spleevo ta thrun
ake squiton achorles ev sloak dunket,
apporenice woll. Lackech woesp traskel
wois appin ovilt anevisb.. Drist flunoat,
hispel adenoll, dite risha thi havod hevod
thenna. Thop calch eline yeating zellos
athern pitoe tad wroke prall ven acholet
xeb. Cholat wheb whay, slooter anenine
glotes oda merest aberove, lin thoak drist
penota, ideok, wark Ikhes nald neth
wonat spliger athern wosk denna.
Score . _.„































































































Directions: Here are groups of words, some pairs of which make good sense, while others are foolish.
Listen while the teacher reads each group aloud. Decide which pair of words in the group
makes the best sense and draw a line under that pair.
Sample: bed sleeps Sample: pretty rose
baby sleeps ugly rose
grass sleeps high rose
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DIRECTIONS: In each row across the page you will find four spellings of the same word. Only
one of these is correct. Find the correct one and place the number before this word in the paren
thesis at the left.
Example: ( 2 ) 1 gril 2 girl 3 gurl 4 girll
In this example the second word is the one spelled correctly. Hence, the figure "2" has been





















































































































































































































( ) 36. 1 animall
( ) 37. 1 butcher
( ) 38. 1 seferal
( ) 39. 1 dauther
( ) 40. 1 fortune
( ) 41. 1 remembar
( ) 42. 1 crowd
( ) 43. 1 exercisez
( ) 44. 1 suppose
( ) 45. 1 grammer
( ) 46. 1 fameus
( ) 47. 1 tomato
( ) 48. 1 agianst
( ) 49. 1 bargain
( ) 50. 1 illestrate
( ) 51. 1 beleive
( ) 52. 1 canvas
( ) 53. 1 plesant
( ) 54. 1 niese
( ) 55. 1 theeter
( ) 56. 1 behaviur
( ) 57. 1 handkercheif
( ) 58. 1 manage
( ) 59. 1 giese
( ) 60. 1 automobel
( ) 61. 1 handfull
( ) 62. 1 deceive
( ) 63. 1 chimney
( ) 64. 1 buglar
( ) 65. 1 oportunity
( ) 66. 1 ninty
( ) 67. 1 electricity
( ) 68. 1 estemate
( ) 69. 1 meent
( ) 70. 1 weither
( ) 71. 1 dropted
( ) 72. 1 neccessary
( ) 73. 1 arguement
( ) 74. 1 mysterious
( ) 75. 1 campian
( ) 76. 1 disirable
( ) 77. 1 bycycle
( ) 78. 1 calandar
( ) 79. 1 appreceate
{ ) 80. 1 piculiar
( ) 81. 1 accuracie
{ ) 82. 1 superintendent
( ) 83. 1 enthuseasm
< ) 84. 1 acquantance
I ) 85. 1 privelege
2 animol
2 butsher
2 several
2 duaghter
2 forchin
2 remembre
2 croed
2 exercises
2 suppoes
2 grammor
2 famous
2 tomatoe
2 aginst
2 bargan
2 illustrat
2 beleeve
2 cannvas
2 pleazant
2 neice
2 theater
2 behaveor
2 hankerchief
2 marraige
2 guese
2 automobile
2 handful
2 deciefe
2 chimblee
2 burgler
2 opportunity
2 nintey
2 electricety
2 istimete
2 meant
2 wetheir
2 dropped
2 nesessary
2 argament
2 mystereous
2 campagne
2 desirable
2 bycicle
2 calendar
2 appresiate
2 pecular
2 accuracy
2 superentendent
2 enthusiasm
2 aquaintance
2 prevelige
3 anemal
3 bucher
3 sevfral
3 dauhter
3 fortone
3 remember
3 krowd
3 exircizes
3 suppoze
3 gramer
3 famuos
3 tomatto
3 ageinst
3 bargian
3 ellustrat
3 beleave
3 canvase
3 pleasant
3 neise
3 thiater
3 bahavor
3 handkerchief
3 merriage
3 guiss
3 automobeal
3 hanful
3 deceeve
3 chinmey
3 burgar
3 opportunitey
3 ninety
3 elektricety
3 estimate
3 neamt
3 whether
3 drapt
3 necesary
3 argument
3 mistereous
3 campagn
3 diserable
3 bycykle
3 calendir
3 apriceate
3 peculiar
3 acturacy
3 superintendant
3 enthiusasm
3 acquaintance
3 privilege
4 animal
4 buchter
4 sevral
4 daughter
4 forteun
4 remembir
4 croad
4 exarcises
4 supose
4 grammar
4 famus
4 tumato
4 against
4 bargine
4 illustrate
4 believe
4 canvis
4 pliesant
4 niece
4 theather
4
4
4
4
4
behavior
hankurcheif
marriage
guess
ottomobile
4 hanfull
4 decieve
4 chimly
4 burglar
4 oppertunity
4 nintie
4 electericity
4 estimat
4 maent
4 whehter
4 droped
4 necessary
4 argumant
4 mysterius
4 campaign
4 desireble
4 bicycle
4 calindar
4 appreciate
4 pecoolur
4 accurecy
4 superintendunt
4 enthuzeasm
4 acquaintence
4 privlege
